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CHAPTER I
ORIENTATION TO THE STUDY
Introduction

The status of synchronized swiaming as a sport
re.mains controversial despite its inclusion as a competitive
sport by the Amateur Athletic Union.

Many interested indi-

viduals contend that synchronized swimming should not be
considered in the same category with such competitive activi-

ties as track and field, speed swimming. boxing, and baseball,
nor included in the Olympic Games and other such events. 1
These people believe that 't he emphasis in synchronized swimming

should be on the "artistic" and not the competitive aspect.

It was this persistent argument regarding its classification
as a sport or an art that gave impetus to the form designated
as aquatic art and to the formation of the International
Academy of Aquatic Art.

This organization, under the leader-

ship of Beulah and Henry Gundling, encouraged and assisted
in the development of swimming as an art form.

The. term

"aquatic art" was selected to distinguish this new concept

from other form.a already in existence.

2

1Beulah Gundling, Exeloring A5uatic Art (Cedar Rapids,
Iowa: International Aoa.demy of .Aquat1c Art, -zrn'3 Iowa Theatre
Building, 1963), p. xv.
2Ibid., p. xviii.

t

2

Aquatic art ia an outgrowth of synenronize.d swimming

fostered by the aspiration of many prominent performers and
enthusiasts to promote creative and tu·tistic swimming..

Syn-

chronized swimming has been de.fined as individual or group
participation in a swim..'lling composition, planned to present
a design or idea and executed in harmony with the aaoompa.niment.1

As early as 1910, synob.ronized swimming was established

in a rudimentary form through the performance of watermanship,
stunting, and rhythmic swimming. 2

Stephens College, in Co •-

lumbia, Missouri, around 1916 introduced a pre-synchronized
swimming activity, th.e water play, which was to be given as
part of the Commencement Day activities each yea.r. 3 Many
other colleges £1nd universities followed this newly established

precedent and contributed to the development of nynehronized
swimming.

The contributions made by colleges and universities

to the development of synoh.ronized swimnd.ng were paralleled
by those made by the American Red Cross during the 1920's and
4
l930's.
At the Chicago World Fair of 1934, Norman Ross coined
1M. Ale.xt1nder Gabrielsen, Betty Spears, and B. t4.
Gabrielsen, Aquatics Handbook O~nglewood Cliffs, New Jersey:

Prentice-Hall, Inc., l96L).

p.

83.

2-Marian Louise Stoerker, "The Origin and Development
of Synchronized Swimming in the United States of .\mer1. 0a' 1 ,
(Microcard, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, 1956),
p. 14.
3
4

I bid • , p • 17 •
1 bid • , p • 17 •

3

the, term "synchronized swimming" in conjunction ·with the

performance by the "Modern Mermaids," at the Chicago Century
1
of Progress, Chicago, Illinois.
Billy Rosa, in 1937, took
th.e idea of water ballet er pageantry into show _business
when he produced hie "Aquacade". 2 The development of other

professional grol.lps soon followed.

Lois Carroll at Mills

College, in Oakland, California, in 1939 through 1942, con-

tributed to a new emphasis on a.qua.tic movement rather than
on the staging of the ·perform.ance. 3 This was the start of
the integration of movement and accompa.n iment to el\.1'ress a

mood or ide.a. 4

By 1943 synchronized swimming was being taught

at sunu.ner camps and at Red Cross Aquatic Schools throughout
5
the United States. In 1946 Atn.a teur Athletic Union competition

was organized at the national level for teams and duets.
7
Solo competition began in 1950.

6

Throughout its evolution the sport status of synchro-

11i2ed swimming remained controversial.
1

The culmination of

Gabrielsen, Spears. and Gabrielsen,~•£!!•, p. 83.

21 '\.Jox~ld' s Fair,'' Time, XX>:Iv (August 21, l 939), p. 31.

·

3Lois L. Carroll, "Water: Studies:

Experiments in

l?otuntial Art Fo1"11," Journal of Health, Phls,ical Education
~ Recreation, XI (Deoember, L940), p. 61 •
4
· Ibid., p. 615.
5 .r-ttoerka .~•·, o
.t
...,
-· ~ . .£!_.

6 1t,id., p. 20.

7

Ibid.

t

p • l!'."Ita •
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the de.bate was intensified when, in 1954, distinctive changes
in the rule for synchronized swimming were made by the Amateur
Athletic Union.

These new rule changes were indicative of the.

changing emphasis in competitive synchronized_ swimming from
creativity combined with a high degree of skill in the execution of stunts to an emphasis on the pure execution of
specific stunts.

Beulah Gundling, who had won the Solo Synchro-

nized Swimming Champi~nship in the Amateur Athletic Union five
years in succession, made the following statement concerning
the controversial sport status of synchronized swimnling:
The majority of the routines were. merely entertaining,
and some even boring. Routines were loaded with difficult stunts to impress the judges, who were already
dazzled by sequined costumes. Those who contended
synchronized si-1imming was a sport pointed to the expertness in execution and synchronization displayed by
the top performers. Such a display of aquatic skill,
they maintained, proved synchronized swimming was a
sport.l
Gundling further stated:
I was well aware that my success was not due solely to
expert execution and synchronization, for my leading
competitors were. also highly skilled in these lines.
To win, something extra was necessary. I felt my
training in dance and music gave me an advantage over
swimmers who did not have this training. To me, synchronized swimming was an aquatic form of danoe.2
It was this realization that "something extra" was
necessary that gave birth to aquatic art.

1Gundling, .el?.• cit., p. xvi.
2

Ibid.

Through the

5

persistence and perseverance of its founder and first president, Henry K. Gu.ndling, the International .Academy of Aquatic
A1~t was incorporated ns ii nonprofit organization in 1955,

with the nucleus of the organization located in Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. 1
The pol1.cie.s, objectives, rules and regulations of

the International Academy of Aquatic Art we.re the result of
a compilation of the e:<perience, ideas, and wisdom. of persons
who re;alized the need for this new i1rtistic appx·oaoh to

synchronized swimming.

The term

0

Aquntic Art" was chosen to

diffe1--entiate this nuw form from. those previously in existence.
'rhe objectives of the Inte.rnt~tional Acadenw of Aquatic Art

as stated in its articles of corporntion are:
To recognize rmd e:-:plore the potential of the aquntia
medium for truly artistic self-e,,pression and interpre-

tation; to establish an academic environment oonducive
to the full development of aquatic art forms;
To interest the peoples of the world in participating
in the development of aquatic art.2
Aquatic art compositions are classified as solo, duet,
trio and group, wh.ioh consists of four or more persons. 3 The
th1~e.a requirements for all compositions presented are that

compositions should be of relt\tively short duration; an ~p-

preciable. part of the performance must be in the. wate.r; and
compositions should be in good taste.
1

Ibid.

3 I bid • , p • :xxi.

4

The number of criteria

21bid., p. xviii.
4

Ibid.
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was kept to a minimum in order that the creativity of the
ai~tist would not be timited.

The International Academy of

Aquatic Art began immediately to fulfill its objectives by
sponsoring symposiums and festivals in order to help interested persons improve in knowledge and prof icien.cy.

The

purposes of tb.ese symposiums and festivals are:
l.

2.

3.

To instruct: The instruotional sessions include
Ii'ctu.re-demonstrations and participation in the
various phases of Aquatic Ar-t • • •
,ro give. artioipnnts an opportunitt to 5,resen.,t, their
oomposit~ons !or evaluation ana award'.'r compositions
are presented-sifore seven critics wEio evaluate each
composition according to its artistic merits • • •
Awards are made on the basis of Class I, Class II,
Class III Honors or Honorable Mention. To be awarded
Clase I Honors, the composition must, in the minds of
the critics, make a significant contribution to the
development of aquatio art.

1

To acguaint

.!!!1. intere.s.t

the public

~

Aquatic Art:

During the festivals and symposiums, one or two
public exhibitions are held, aonsiating of compositions selected from those presented before the
oritics.l
,

The fundamental difference betweer1 aquatic art and

synchronized swimming is mainly one of concept and intent.
The investigator agrees with the explanation of synchronized
swimming as given by Gundling who states that:

In synchronized swimming whether the. competitive or non-competitive variety • • • , the intent is aynchroni2ation;
you must synchronize with some one and/or something. The
'someone' is your partner or other swimmers who perform
with you in a duet or team number. The 'something' is
the accompaniment • • •

In synchronized swilrh1ting, the.re ...

fore, the primary and some.times only objective is synchro11ization.

In oonipetit:tve synchronized swimming, expert

execution is also a major objective.2
1 tbid., P• xxi.

2 Ibid., p. xviii.
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Aquatic a1..t is different from synchronized swimming

in that it is an art form which develops a theme or idea
through the selection, arrangement, and portrayal of movements
in the water.

There is an explicit endeavor on the part of

the artist tows.rd the expression and communication of ideas,
feelings, experiences, or emotions.

The aquatic artist

capitalizes upon the art forms of dance and music and employs

th.em much. as the artist applies his paint . . . . to assist in
the creation of a product of beauty and originality.

In

aquatic art, the accompaniment contributes more than beats
for keeping time.

Mood, tempo, rh.ythm, timbre, and tone

color can provide the stimulus for an entire. composition as
well as for individual movement ph1·ases.

The aquatic artist

has many other sources of o:t·eativity such as costuming,
lighting, and decor but the pt""imary emphasis and the dis-

tinguishing trait is the communication of a theme or idea.

Because of its individual creative. approach and its
noncompetitive e.speet, aquatic art has de.v eloped rapidly. t

In spite of the startlinr~ evolution over the past seven yea1•s,

aquatic art is still in its infancy.

Tb.ere are unlimited

possibilities to be. discovered in the realm of artistic expression in the aquatic medium.

8

Statement of the Problem

Because of tha investigator•s .baokgrou.nd and interest
in aquatic art, she undertook the project of ere.a.ting in its
entirety and presenting in a public performance a suite. of
five aquatic art compositions based upon selected aspects of
color symbolism of the achromatic cotor, ·bla.ck; the pure color,
white; and the spectrum variations of pink and gold.

The

fifth composition consisted of variated patterns indicative
of a kaleidoscope.

The sllite was entitled Color Ka.leid~scope.

Specifically, the study entailed teaching the compositions to
selected members of the Synchronized Swimming Class of the
Te;.rss t-ioman' s University in Denton,

Texas, during the spring

semester of the academic year 1965-1966, developing the
narration to be. used as a transitional device for unifying
the suite of aquatic art compositior,s, de.signing the lighting

to be used in carrying out the. theme of each of the five
aquatic art compositions, designing the costumes to be worn
and supervising their preparation, selecting the accompaniment
to be used in the performance of the aquatic compositions, and
pr<,· paring a written report of the study.

Definitions and/or Explanations of Terms
In order to insure a consistent interpretation of
terms on the pa,r t of the reader and of the investigator, the

9

following definitions are stated below in the manner in whioh
they are used throughout this study:
l.

Aquatic Art:

Aquatic art is the development and oommunioation of
a theme or idea through the selection, arrangement
and performance of movements. In aquatic art there
is a communication or expression of ideas, feelings,

emotions, experiences, primarily through movements,

although the artist may also use other means at bis
disposal such as suitable acaompaniment 1 costuming,
lighting, and deoor.l

2.

Synchronized Swimming:
In synchronized swimming whether the competitive or
tne noncompetitive variety • • • , the inte11t is
synchronization. You must synchronize with eomaone.
and/or something. Tbe •someone' is your partner or
other swimmers who perform with you in a duet or
team number. The •sometbing' ia the accompaniment.
In synchronized swimming, . th.eref ore, the primary and
sometimes only objective ie synchronization. In
competitive synchronized swimming, expert exe.aution
is also a major objeotive.2

3.

Choreography:

n

• • •

the construction and ordering

of movement, phrasing, rhythm, design. and dynamios. 03
This definition, although stated originally in terms
of dance movement, is also applicable to composition
in modern art.
1oundling, ga. cit.; p. xviii.
2

Ibid.

3Margery Turner, Dance Handbook (Englewood Cliffs,

New Jersey:

Pre.ntioe-Hali, inc., 19595, p. 128.
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4.

Kaleidosoope1

"

• • • anything that c.onstantly

changes, as in color and pattern; a variegated
changing pattern, scene

s.

Suite:

ft

Ot'"

the like. n 1

• • • a succession of things f orm.ing a

se.ries; a set of things having a certain dependence
upon e.aoh other and intended to be used together. 02
Purposes of the. Study

The general purpose of the study was to choreograph
a11.d to present in one or more public performances a suite

of aquatic art compositions based upon selected aspects of

color symbolism of the. achromatic oolor, black; the pure
color, white; and the spectrum variations of pink and gold.
Specific purposes of the present study were:

to choreograph

a suite of five aquatic art compositions based upon selected
aspects of color symbolism; to select the. accompaniment and
to design the costumes for each of the aquatic art compositions;

to develop the. narration to be used as a transitional de.vice
for unifying the suite of compositions; to present the suite

of five aquatic art com.positions in one or more public perf ox:·manoes during the academic yeat"' of 1965-1966; and to prepare

a written report of the study.
1 The Colwnbis Collesiate r~noyclopedia, 2nd ed., (Morningside Heiiifits, New York: Columbia University Press, 1950), P• 425.
21ssac I<. Funk (ed.), ~ Standard Diotionart ,2!. ~-11~
Enslish LaE:&ua.e;e (New York: Funk and Wngnalls Oo., 1951),
1

p.

2418.
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Rationale for the Study
The. investigator's basic concept was that aolor as
ligb.t and energy might be used to inspire unique movement
qualities and em.otional overtones which could be projected
through the medium of aquatic art.
In aquatic art there. is a communication or expression
of ideas, feelings, emotions, Q}\.'l)erienoes, primarily through

movements.

In order to maintain this thread of continuity

the investigato1.~ choreographed an aquatic art suite rather

than a series of unrelated compositions.

The selection of

accompaniment was formulated after aouside.ration of the
following criteria:
(2)

(1)

the objectives of aquatic art, and

the content, mood, and emotional appeal of the music.

Poetry was used as a transitional deviae for unifying the
five compositions comprising the suite.

It is the desire

of the investigator that this study entitled Color Kaleidoscope:

A Suite of Five Original Aquatic A1"t Compositions

Utilizing Color as the Thematic Source, will contribute in
the development of tha aquatic ~rt medium..
Limitations of the Study
The suite of original aquatia art compositions entitled Color Kaleidos002e wa.s limited to selected aspects of

color characteristics and symbolism which, in the opinion of
the investigator, were best suited

to

presentation in the.

12
aquatic art idiom.

The study was further limited to the

consideration that the compositions would be ahoreog.r aphed

in a manner wholly compatible with the level of skills of
the students participating in the study.

A limitation of

twenty minutes was established for the presentation of the
suite of five aquatic art compositions.
were in keeping the available budget.

Costumes and lighting
A furtb.er limitation

was the number of part~cipants; they were twelve students,
in addition to the choreographer, selected from the Synchronized Swimming Clase of the Texas Woman's University, Denton,
Texas, during the spring semester of the academic year 19651966.
Sources of Data
.Both documentary and human sources of data we.re

utilized in the development of this study.

The documentary

sources were theses, dissertations and reseo.1..oh studies
directly re.lated to the. present pi.--oblem, and books, peri•

odicals, pamphlets and newspapers related to various aspects
of the selected problem.

The. human sources included selected

authorities in the field of aquatic art, members of the. staff
at the Texas Woman's University, members of the investigator's
The.sis Committee, and twelve students selected from among
those comprising the Texas Woman's University Synchronized.
Swimn\ing Class.

13

Survey of Previous Studies
Investigation disclosed no previous studies whic~

duplicate the present thesis.

Several studies, nowever, are

directly related in that the investigators ware concerned
with the development of original compositions either in the.
field of aquatics or dance.
1
In 1965, Brusstar completed a creative study entitled Jaeanese Wind Sons; which entailed the choreography of
a suite of five aquatio art compositions based upon selected
Japanese poema, the p1·esentation of the suite in one or more

public performances during the spring semester of the academic
year of 1964-1965, and the preparat:f.ort of a final written re-

port of the stltdy.

The stu.dy was limited to the product:i.on

of a suite of aquatic compositions which were based upon a

type of Japanese poetry known as Haiku, and which were within
the capabilities of the members of the Synchronized Swimming
Club of the '.rexas Woman's University, Denton, Teltaa.

The

investigator's criteria for selection of the participants
we1..e interest, adequate level of skill demonstrated through

class work, and willingness to devote sufficient time to the
development, rehearsals and public presentation of the suite.
lLorna Brusstar,

0

Japaneee Wind Song:

An Aquatic Art

Suite Bused Upon Selected Japanese. Poems 0 (unpublished Master•s
thesis, College of Health, Physical Edu.cation a·nd Recreation,

Texas Woman's University, Denton, Texas, 1965).

14

The present study i& similar to Brusetar's in that
the present investigator will be concerned with choreographing
a suite of five aquatic art compositions, will select swimmers

upon the bases of criteria est.ttblishe.d with respect to skill
in swimming, will design and supervise the. contruction of
costumes, will dire.ct the lighting, and will prepare a written
report of the study as a whole.

The present study differs

from. Brusstar's in that it will result in a suite of fi.ve
original aquatic art compositions utilizing oolor ns the
thematic source, whe1--ea& Brusstar choreographed a suite of

five aquatic art compositions baaed upon selected Japanese
poems.

In 1951, Osborne 1 completed a.study of theatrical
staging practices as applied to the presentation of aquatics
and dance activities in physical education and recreation.
In this study, the investigator attempted to show the integration of the. theatrical staging area of drama with selected
areas of performance in physical education and recreation.
She compiled a selected bibliography com.prising materials
pertinent to all aspects of the theatrical staging:

organi-

zation of personnel, lighting, costumes, music, sound effects,
and decor.

lae.le.n Bynum Osborne, "A Study of the Integration of
the Theatrical Staging Area of Drama with Aquat:i.. os and Dance
Areas of .Physical Education and Re.creation" (unpublished
Master's thesis, College of Health. Physical Education and
Recreation, Texas Woman's University, Denton, Texas. 1951).

15

The present study is similar to Osborne's in that it
will be concerned with the use of theatrical staging.

investigator agrees with Osborne when she states that

u

• • •

the area of theatrical staging can readily be integrated with.
t a...ue area of aqua t.ics. ul

The present study differs from

Osborne's, however, in that the present inve.stisator will
create a suite of five aquatic art compositions based upon
selected aspects of color symbolism whereas Osborne completed

a study of the.atrieal staging practices as applied to both
aquatics and dance.

In l959,.Stephenson 2 undertook e. creative study which
entailed the choreography of a cyole of seven original modern
dance compositiona, in rondo form., depicting selected aspects
of the symbolism associated with t-:tchx:·omatie color black and

the r;pe.ctrum colors of red, green, blue, yellow, purple, and

orange.

She presented the seven original modern dance. com.po-

sitions in a series of public performances during the 1959
Spring Tour of the Modern Danae Group of the Texas 'Woman' s

University prior to its final concert performance in the Main
Auditorium of the l'exaa Womnn•'s University, Denton, Texas.

1 tbid.

-

2susnn Stephenso11, "Rondo in Color: A Cycle of Seven
0i:"igir1al Modern Dance Com.positions" { unpublish.ed Master's
thesis, College of Health, Physical Education and Re.ereatiott,
Teirns Woman's University, Denton, Texas, 1959).

16

The bases for selection of the subjects to participate in
the study were interest, level of skill, and willingness to
expend the necessary amount of time required for the development, rehearsals snd presentation of a creative project.
Using these criteria as guides, Stephenson selected fifteen
members of the Modern Dance Group to participate in the thesis
project.
- The present study is similar to that of Stephenson
in that the present investigator is concerned with depicting
selected aspects of color symbolism through an art form for
px"esentation in a. series of public performances.

The present

study differs from Stephenson's in that the present investigator wilt choreograph a suite of five aquatic art oompoeitions
depicting selected aspects of the achromatic color, black; the
pure color, white; and the spectrum variations, pink and gold,
f

Ol..

presentation in a series of public per£ ormances whereas

Stephenson ohoreographed a cycle of seven modern dance compositions depicting selected aspects of the color symbolism of
the achromatic color black and the spectrum colors of red,
g1:·een, blue., yellow, purple, and orange.

The two studies

differ also in that the costumes for the present study must
be designed so that thay do not hamper the subjects' movemen.ts

in the water whereas Stephenson's costumes were full and free
moving and were used on land.

The present investigator will

choreograph the aquatic art suite in conjunction with

17
accompaniment appropriate to the enhancement of tha aquatic

art idiom. whereas Stephenson's compositions were. completed
before the original piano accompaniment was developed.
In 1956, Stoerker1 undertook a study of the origin
and development of synchronized swimming in the United States
of America.

The investigator di'l1ided the report of her

re, ...

search into two main sections; the. first, a historical study
and the second, a descriptive study.
encompassed the era from 1910 to 1956.

The historical study
The descriptive study

of synchronized swimming included a sampling of its status
in approximately one third of the junior colleges, colleges
and universities in the United States of America in March
of 1955.

ln order to obtain date for the descr·iptive study,

the investigator developed a que.ationnaire to determine
whethel"' synchronized swimming was available to the students

in the selected institutions es a class, as a club, or as a
competitive activity.
The present study is related to Stoerker's in that
the investigator is concerned with the area of aquatic art,
an outgrowth of synchronized swimming which developed from
the desire on the part of the participants to express speoific

moods, emotions, or experiences through the medium of structured
1Marian Louise Stoerker, "The Origin and Development
of Synchronized Swimming in the United States of America"
(microcard, University of Wisaons~ln, Madison, Wisconsint
l956).
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swimming techniques.

The present study differs from.

Stoerke.r's in that tb.e pre.sent inve.stigator is concerned
with creative work in the ares. of aquatic a.rt whereas

Stoerker studied th.e history and development of synchronized swimming.

The. two studies differ further in that the

investigator will develop a suite of five original aquatic
art compositions utilizing color as the thematic source
whereas Stoez·ke.r conducted a study of the history and develop-

me.nt of synchronized swimming in the United States of America.
In 1959, Pendergraft 1 conducted a creative study

which entailed the development. direction, and production
of a synchronized swimming sh.ow.

The study was limited to

the production of four synchronized swimming compositions
which were within the oapabilities of the members of the
g1.. oup and suitable to the size of the group which comprised
the club.

The performing swinuners were chosen upon the basis

of their skill in swimming.

ln order to select the subjects

in accordance with the criterion established with respect to
skill, the investigator 1·0.te.d each swimmer on her ability to

perform the following "stunts" to the ao.oom.paniment of music:

sculling, a porpoise surface dive, a ballet leg le.ft and
right, and a dolphin.
1Marian G. Pendergraft, utrhe Development, Direction
and Production of the 1959 Synch:ronize.d Swimming Show of the.
Texas Woman's University Synehroniaed Swimming Club" (un-

published Master's thesis, College of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, Te)cas Woman's University, Denton,
Texas, 1959).
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The present study is similar to Pendergraft'& in
that the present investigator will be ooncerned with the
development, production. and presentation of a major part
of an aquatic art production, will select swimmers upon the
basis of critei;-ia established, primarily with respect to
skill in swimming, and will prepare. a w1.. itten report of the
study as a whole.

The pre.sent study differs from Pender-

graft's in that it will result in a suite of five aquatic
art compositions utilizing color as th.e thematic source
whereas Pendergraft choreographed four separate compositions with no definite connecting theme.
Summary
As an introduction to the present study, the. in-

vestigator included a brief over-view of the development of
aquatic art as an outgrowth of synchronized swimming.

This

new concept was fostered by the aspiration of many prominent
performers and enthusiasts to promote creative and artistic
swimming.

'lhe objective of aquatic art is to communicate

or expreas an idea, feeling, emotion. or experience primarily
througll movement in the water.

Oolor Knleidosoop~:

A Suite

of Ox·iginal Aquatic Art Oompos1.. tions Utilizing Color as the

Thematic Source evolved as a creative study in partial fulfillment for the requirements of a Master of Arts degree at
the TeK.as Woman' s University, Denton, Te.:ias. ·
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The. investigator's basic concept was that color as
light and energy might be used to inspire unique movement
qualities and emotional ovez·tones which could be projected
through the. medium of aquatic ai...t.

In aquatic art there ie

a communication or expressior1 of idea.st feelings, emotions,
experiences, primarily tb.roug;h movements.
irhe purposes of this study ware to create a suite

of color symbolism as the thematic source; to teach the

compositions to twelve members of the Synchronized Swimming
Class of the Texas Woman's Universit:>q and to pre.sent the

aquatic art suite as a portion of the class's 1966 Synchro~

nized Swimming Show.
The study was limited to five aquatic art compositions

created by the investigator, and the choreography was limited
to the portrayal of selected aspects of color symbolism.

i.~

limitation of twenty minutes was established for the suite.
Both documentary Md human sources of data were
utilized in the development of this study.

The documentary

source.a were theses, disse.rtatiol\s and 1:.--esesrch problems
l~lated directly to ·t he present problem.

Books, periodicals

and films reloted to various aspects of the. problem were also
employed.

Human sources of data included selected authorities

in the field of aquatic art, faculty members in the College of
Health, Physical Education and Re.creation of the Te.1uJ.s Woman's

University, and members of the investigator's Thesis Committee
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in addition to the twelve selected members of the Synchro-nized Swimming Class.. A review of the. literature. indicated
that the present inve.stigati.cm doe.s not duplicate. any previ-

ous study.
~

'

In the second chapter, tb.e. investigator t\t-rill consider
ci:·eativity and its role in the .e.quat:i.c art medium and a short

exposition on the nature of color and color symbolism.

CHAPTER II
CREATIVITY AND COLOR
And God saw everything that He had made,
and behold it was very good.
And there was evening and morning, _
a sixth day.
Thus the heavens and the earth were finished,

and all the host of them.
·
Genesis I:31
II: l

Whan we consider creativity we are dealing with a
topic that is both old and riew.

Most oivilieations have

evolved their own accounts of creation.

The reoords of early

th.oughts about the origin of man which are acceptable to the
majority of individuals in our Western society are found in
Genesis, the first chapter of the Bible. 1 In the Old Testament the creation of the world and of man took six days, a
statement which implies it was a process; nevertheless, the
sto1·y essentially represents static, completed, and closed

creation.

The possibility of the infinity of creation, the

thought that God may still be creating the heavens and the
ear·tb, was not left to future. speculation.

In the Old

Testament account man was not considered a creative being;
only God was creative.

In this sense creativity is prime.val,

older than any historical fact.

1The Hola Bible, Revised Standard Version (New York:
Thomas Nelson an Sons, 1952), p. 2.
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Another tradition, going baek ·t o anti.quit:,,, conceives

creativity naturalistics.lly as a form of madness. 1

Its spon-

taneity and irrationality are e~-plained as a result of a fit
of insanity.

Often a hairlin.e seems to separate genius,

especially artistic genius, from madness.

The artist's Ent•

treme sensitivity and his willingness to press his nature to
its limits are a aupre.me test of his sanity.

The theory tbt,t

the creative artist is insane or potentially so, continued
through the nineteenth century.

Even today the world is i.n-

clined to characterize certain persons of marked creative
ability as a little peculiar, so greatly do these persons
deviate from accepted norms of human behavior.
According to modern views, creativity is a wholesome,
2
highly developed for of intuition.
The creator, although
no longer considered abnormal or unhealthy, is still a rare
and different breed of person.

In the act of creation he

intuits directly and immediately what other people can discover only by reviewing the related information at great
length.
There is a widely held belief that any well educated,
hard working American has an equal chance with any other of
1George F. Kneller, !!!!, Art ~ Science ~ Orea,tivitf:

(New York:
2

Holt, Rine.hart and winston. Inc., 1965), p. 20.

Kneller, Ibid.
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becoming a truly e1.~eative. person. t

The evidence. offered in

support of this belief is widespread, based upon the familiar
phrase, "All men are created equal" and the idea tha,t ere ...

ativeness is the natural and probably instinctive birth right
of ~very American. 2 These concepts imply that there is a

creative. faculty in each individual that may be stimulated
by the proper catalyst.

Guilford e:xi,resaes his feeling con-

cerning creativity in the following manner:
• • • all individuals possess to some degree creative
abilities
whether or not the. individual will actually
p1""oduce results of his creative nature. will depend upon
his motivational and temperamental traits. Creative
acts can therefore be expected, no matter how feeble or
how infrequent, of almost all individuals.3
Such a concept would hold that creativity is the dynamio of
all life.

The emergence of individuality . is therefore found

in every living cell and creativity at some level is the
natural result.

Louis Fliegler states:

All individuals are creative in diverse ways and to
different degrees. 11.'he nature of creativity remains
the same whether one. is producing a new game or a
symphony • • • • Creativity is within the realm of
each individual depending upon tne are.a of eA1)ression
and capability of the individual.4
1 Jaok Summerfield and Lorlyn Thatcher, ~ Creative
Mind and Method (New York: Russell and Russell, I n ~ ,
p. 7. -

2

----··
gist

Ibid.

3J. P. Guilford, "Creativity''• !h,!. American !!_szcholoVol. IX, 1950, p. 444.
4 Kneller, 22.• ill_., p. 14.
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Nature has made men unequal; but it is hum.an to treat th.em
in certain important ways as though they were equal. 1 Each
individual• then, should have an equal chance. to exprees his
creative gifts.

But we should not e>.1>ect all individuals to

be equally gifted.

Creativity Defined
Creativity may be defined as a process by wbicb. indi-

viduals produce. ideas or products which are new or novel and
previously unknown to the producer. 2 The process consists

of an exploration and investigation of known or familiar elements and a rearrangement or reorganization of these elements
in a unique and individual way. 3 Fliegler states that during
the creative act "• •• man manipulate.a external symbols

Ot"'

objects to produce an unusual event uncommon to himself and/or
his environment. 114 Hilgard expresses his feeling oonoerning
creativity in the following statement:
Creativity is a process which enables human beings to
discover new relationships, to ach.i eve new solutions to
problems, to invent methods or devices. or to produ.ce a.
new artistic object or form.5
1 Ibid., p. 15.

2ouilford, !>.e.· cit., p. 444.

Smith, 0 creative Expression in Physical
Education," Journal 2!_ Health, Ph2sical Education and Recre3Hope M.

ation, XX.X:111 (May-June, 1962), p. !8.

.

4Louis A. Fliegler, ''Levels of Creativity," ~ cationa.l Theor)1'., IX, 2 (April 1959), p. 115.

York:

5Ernest R. Hilgard, Introduction to Psyoholi!y (New
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1962), p. 61.
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Reliable definitions of creativity seem to fall into
four categories • 1

Ore.ativity may be considered from the

standpoint of the person who creates; that is. in terms of
personal attitudes, habits, and values.

It may also be ex- ·

plained by way of the mental processes such as motivation,

perception, learning, thinking, and cotr.munioating, which the
act of creating oalls into action.

A

third definition focuses

on environmental and cultural influences.

Finally, creativity

may be understood in terms of its producta, such as theories,
inventions, paintings, carvings and poems.

For the most part

it is tbis last concept which traditionally has guided the

study of creativity. 2
Motivation For Creativity
The individual creates primarily because it is satisfying to hin1 to do so.

Factors w'hich contribute to the ability

to create are of two types, external conditions end internal
conditions. 3 An analysis of the external factors reveals a
number of components.

Psychological security encourages the

individual to actualize himself in new and spontaneous ways. 4
This means that he must feel accepted as a human being of
l

Kneller, £1?• g!!., p. 3.

3aarold H. Anderson, Creativi~l and!!! Cultivation
(New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1959), pp. 76-80.
4 Ibid.
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unconditional worth.

Psychological freedom perm.its the

individual a complete. fx~eed011\ of symbolic e~tpression.

This

permission to be free also me.ans that the free individt1al
must bear the consequences of his mistakes as well as of his
acb.ie.vements. 1 The climate in which the individual creates
must be. one in which external evaluation is absen.t.

Evaluation

is always a threat, always creates a need for defensiveness,
and generally means that some portion of the experience must
be denied. 2
The most fundamental internal condition of creativity
is that th.e source of evaluative judgement is internal. 3 The
value of the creative product is, fo1. . the creative pe1'so11,

established not by the praise or criticism of others but by
himself.

Extensionality, or openness to experience, another

internal motivator of creativity, means that instead of perceiving in predetermined cate.gories the individual is aware
of all phases of his experience. 4 The ability to toy with
elements and concepts is another internal conditioner of
creativity. 5 Thia is the. ability to manage ideas. colors,
shapes, relationships, to state the hypothesis, to solve the
problem and to translate from one form to another.

The

climate in which the cree.ti.ve process is nurtured must be one
of acceptance and freedom---treedom to e~-plore at1d express,

acceptance of the express1.on without threat.
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Creative Process
The creative p1--ocess itself has been defined as an

exploration and investigation of known or familiar elements
and a reorganization of these elements in a unique and individual way.t

The recognition or the awareness of the process

is accomplished in diverse ways.

Creation often begins tr1ith

a vague, even a confused excitement, some sort of yearning,
or other intimation of approa.o hing or potential resolution.

Stephen Spender, the poet, describes the sensation as

n

• • •

dim cloud of an idea which I feel must be condensed into a
shower of WOl"'ds. u 2 In some there is a consciousness of a.
a

state more primitive, a condition of complete indecision.
Isadora Duncan, the famous dancer, describe.a this stage as

"

. ·• . a state of complete suspense in which nothing tends

toward determination." .3
According to modern theory the creative process ia
a series of these pa1.. t processes, each of which continues
what has gone on in preceding e~'l)erie.noes, eo that there ie

a continuous merging until the final whole. is realized.

4

1 smith, .22.· cit., p. 38.
2Bre.wste.r Gl\iselili, The Creative. Process (Berkeley
and Los Angeles, California:University of Oalifo·r nia Press,
1952), p. 5, cited by Stephen Spender.
31bid., cited by Isador·a Duncan.
4Max-y Lee Marksberry, Foundation o~ OreativitY: (New
York: Philosophical Library, 1955), p. 25.
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Each eJ<perienoe is a problem-solving situation making its

contribution to the overall problem.

Tnus, the oreative

process has been divided into four separate. stages: a period
of preparation; a period of incubation; a period of insight

and illumination; and a period of verification and evaluation. 1
'rhe period of preparation in the long-range sense

actually encompasses all the past life experiences whioh will
be drawn upon in a particular orestive prooess. 2 The. immediate
preparation period for a particular creative process starts
when an individual has a desire strong enough to motivate
activity. 3 It is concerned with inspection of the problem
and the. collection of information or materiat.

4

This period

varies in length of time from many years to short periods of
time, depending upon the individual nature of the problem,
and th.a technical knowledge, habits, and skills the individual

has at his command.

It is often a period of intense routine

work, concentration and study characterized by trial and
error. 5

The period of incubation is one of subconscious activity, during which time there is a germinating of the
solution within tne individual, who ee.qrches for solutions

4Kneller, !?2.• cit •• p. 49.
5catherine Patriok, What Is Creative Thinking? (New
York:

Philosophical Lib1--ary, 1955), p. 25.
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to the problem.

l

Characteristic of this period is the

adoption of a solution to a problem which reappears spontaneously from time to time with modifications. 2 The length.
of this stage may last from a few minutes or hours to months
or even years.

It is often char-t.1cteri2ad by extre.me restless3
ness ar1d feelings of inferiority.

Tbe period of insight finally comes, sometimes suddenly,
when the creator sees the answer, thinks of a hypothesis, or
has a useful "hunch0 • 4 ,Anderson describes this stage as a

"•

• • feeling of, This is it?

what I wanted to expresa. 05

I have. discovered ! !

This is

Such moments are. accompanied by

feelings of success and acoom.plishment and are followed by
intense activity to capture the. idea. in more pe..r manent form.

This stage is generally of short duration.

6

7

The process is concluded, regardless of how insight
comes, with a period of verification, elaborationt perfection,
8
and evaluation.
During this period the creator painstakingly
ohe.cka, tests, criticizes, elaborates and polishes the solution
until he is satisfied as to the fitness and value of the subjeet.
1 Knelle1", .22.• cit.• , P• 49.

2t.tarks berry, .21?.•

£!.t. ,

p. 20.

4
5
3
1bid.
tbid.
Anderson, .22.• £!.t., P• 17.
7tbid.
6Patriok, .22• .2!.!•, p. 39.
8

Marksberry, ~-

ill•,

p. 20.

9

Ibid.

9
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The duration of this stage may v.ary from a few minutes to

months or years, depending upon the nature and difficulty
of the problem.

The four stages may overlap, as incubation

may appear during preptlration a.rid revision may begin during

the illumination stage. 1
Marksberry suggests that tb.ere are three co11eomitants

of the creative process. 2 ln almost all of the acts of creation she believes that there is a selectivity, or emphasis,
an evidence of discipline, an attempt to bring out the
essence of the. idea ..

It is th.ought that this disciplined

personal selectivity or abstraction gives creative products
their esthetic quality.

Another concomitant stated by Mias

Marksberry is the anxiety of separate.ness.

This is the

feeling that the creator is working in an .area where no one
has been before.

Another experience which was indicated as

accompanying the creative aot is the desire to communicate.
The individual does not create in order to comtnunioa.te, but

once having created he. desire.e to share this new aspect of
himself in relation to his environment with othe1~s.

3

Kneller bas stated that su-ch qualities as intelligence,

awareness, fluency. flexibility, and originality seem to produce a high level of cre.a.tivity. 4 The correlation between
1

Patrick,

.22.· ~-, P• 25.

2.Marksberry, 2.2.• cit., p. 21.
4 Kneller, .22.• oit., p. 62.
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intelligence and creativity is high but not absolute.

Children

with low or even average lQ'a tend toward low or average creativity.1 The opposite, however, ie not necessarily true. 2 A

high IQ does not guarantee high creativity.

Thus, the. creative.

person is above average intelligence but not necessarily at the
top of the scale.

The degree of intelligence necessary for a

high level of creativity vru:-ies with the. work to be performed.

The creative person is more than usually sensitive to
his environment. 3 He notices things that other people do not.
Examples of this would be that the creati1,•e individual notices

colors, textures, personal reactions and items in the newspapers that are not usually 11oted by the less creative.

As

the creative person matures, however, his awareness may narrotJ

itse.lf to one or a few areas.

4

The creative person is usually

fluent, in the sense that he can produce more ideas on a sub- ·
ject than the ordinary person. 5 He may or may not express
these ideas verbally.

The. artist, for example, realizes his

ideas in paint or clay, the dancer in the movements of his
body.

Nevertheless, since in our culture most activities

lJacob w. Getzels and Philip w. Jack,son, Cre.9;ti"•itz
I1;telli,e.nce: E=)lorations with Gifted ~tudents (Net,r York:
Wiley, no., 1962 , pp. 13-14.
_

!:!!!

4 tbid.
2Ib1.d.
·
3Kneller, oo. cit.,
·
t>• 63 •
5sidney J. Parnes 1.md Harold F. Hm.•ding, (eds.),~
Source Book £2.!:. Creative Thi?king (New York: Scribner's and
Sons, 1962), pp. 283-290.

- -
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involve verbal expression, the creative person is often more
1
than normally articulate.
The creative person is more flexible than most people. 2 He tries a variety of approaches and
often thinks up unusual uses for common place objects.
Originality is the broadest of the traits that make
3
up a high level of creativity.
It includes such abilities
as the capacity to produce unusual ideas, solve problems in
unusual ways, and use things or situations in an unusual
manner. This trait may be analyzed in three ways. 4 Originality may be seen as uncommonness of response or as the
ability to produce ideas that are infrequent for the population.

It may also be viewed as remoteness of association

or the ability to make remote or indirect connections. ·
Finally, it may be regarded as cleverness of response.
Creative Product
Elliot W. Eisner defines a creative produce as"• ••
an original work which exists in some time and place and is
judged creative by others.

5

William Faulkner went as far as

to state that"• •• the artist is of no importance.

Only

what he creates is important, since there is nothing new to
2Kneller,

S?.•

ill•,

p. 64.

3Kneller, ,22_. cit., p. 64.
4

5

.

.

Parnes and Harding, .2E.• cit., p. 2.

Elliot w. Eisner, "Defining Creativity", The!!!,structor LXII (October, 1962), p. 3.
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be sa1.d."

l

.
Leonardo da Vinci, Thomas Alva Edison., Albert

Einstein, Jonas Salk, Pablo Picasso are oonsidered creative
because of the. products t .h ey pt·oduced.

The creative product,

then, gives an indication of who will be considered oreative. 2
The creative product emanates from the uniqueness of the
individual on the one hand, and materials, events, people.,

or circumstances of his life on the other.

It is essential

to remember that the genuine creative product must evolve out
of the experience of the creator, his own experience, not
something he receives second-hand. 3
Creativity in Education
ln the United State.a of America, creativity has not
received the attention or emphasis it deserves, either in
research or in actual practice.

4

01"eative potentialities in

children all too frequently have remained blocked, undeveloped•
and untouched.

Progz"'essive education, a phenomenon rarely ·
observed in pur·e form, helped to revive its spirit. 5 Edu ..
cation, frequently vie.wed as an aggregation of fa.o ts in the

preparatory stages of life,. has tended to carry on the
1 summerf ield and Thatcher, 22.• cit., p. 7, citing

William Faulkner.

2Ei sner, -22. cit., P• 3

-

3summerfie.ld and Thatcher, .21?• ait., p. 112.
4 Gladys Andrews, Creative Rh:tthmic Movement for Children
(New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1954), p. 22.
5
Ibid.

-
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scholastic tradition. 1

The urge to inquire, to invent, to

perform has been stifled in millions of school children who
have not been given opportunities to rise above rote learning,
or were not helped to stay above such learning for long. 2
The school is an institution established by society
for the purpose of preparing the young to participate in
that society. 3 It aids in the fulfillment of this purpose
when it provides meaningful experiences adapted to the
varying needs of interest of boys and girls.

These experi-

ences are effective when they are extended through the school
day and not compartmentalized or confined to just the classroom, the music or art room, the gymnasium or the playfield.
When there is common understanding concerning the extension
of experiences and how they become a functioning part of the
school program, all phases can serve as resource areas to
vitalize learning.

The subject matter areas can intensify

the interests which have emerged in the individual.
The search for creativity, therefore, demands a new
role for the school textbook. Its main purpose should be
introductory. 4 It should stimulate the student to ask, and
find answers for, key questions.
1

Anderson, .21?.·

.£!!.,

It should send him to

p. 181.

2Ibid.

3Archibald Anderson, Social Foundations of Education
(New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1956), p. 2.
4

Anderson, .2.E.·

.£!!.,

p. 182.
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original readings, experiments and experiences not otherwise
occurring to him.

In most cases only a few textbooks have

ventured to break through the pattern of dogmatism and
dullness which is characteristic of educational publications. 1
Creativity in Teaching
The ahief characteristic of creative teaching as well
as its foremost aim is to bring out hidden or unused power
and thereby to make transformations in personality and
character.

2

The creative teacher in any walk of life must

possess as his highest qualification, an influencing personality.3

Personality with character is the new requirement

for the teacher everywhere. 4

This combination is probably

the most important ingredient for influential leadership;
it alone can affect those changes in habit, idea, and feeling
which mark the progress of what is called creative education. 5

Creative thinkers, whatever their actual occupation are potent
in education because they stimulate directly the creative
process in others.

6

People differ in their creative potentiality just as
they differ in their rate of growth, experience, and aptitude
1

Ibid.

2augh Mearns, The Creative Adult (New York:
Doran and Company, Inc., 1940), p. 195.
4 .
.
3
1bid.
Ibid~• p. 196.
5

Mearns, ~--,. ~ - , p. 198.

6

1bid., p ., 207.

Doubleday,
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for learning. 1

No two individuals are the same nor are any

two groups of people the same; nor is the one group the same.
from day to day. 2 The- teache1.. b.as the opportunity ·to be
creative in the way in which she meets these ctumging con-

ditions. 3
If students are to develop creatively, they must be
provided with a chance to e>.:periment with a variety of media. 4
\Jhen expression of creative efforts a.re given form., they need

to be received with understanding, encouragement, and appre~
ciation. 5
process.

The teacher is an important factor in the creative
His role is varied as he endeavors to provide

e

learning situation which will consider and be consistent with
the creative process.
Creativity in f'hysical Eduo&tion

From ancient times, creativity and movement have been
inextricably inte.rtwined. 6 Movement is still as exp1--essive
today for a child as it was for primitive man.

Through the

medium of movement each person reacts to the world about him. 7

Movement is used as a means of communication, and. in short,
1Andrews, .22.• cit., p. 21.

2Edwin Reeder, Supervision!!!,~ Elementary School
(Boston, Masataahusetts: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1953), p. 6.
31bid.

4Andrews, .22.·

6Andrews, .22,.

ill• ,

p. 21.

ill.·•

P• 24.
7
· Ibid.

5

Ibid.
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it expresses non-verbally the thoughts and feelings wnioh are
held inside a person.

Movement is a unive1~sal language; it

is the most convincing form of communication and a way of
learning, especially for the. child. 1
The creative experience in movement benefits the
individual by freeing him so that he feels cOtnfortable and
natural using the body .ns an instrument for e.>-.,>ression.

Physical education classes can be rich souroea for stimulating creativity.

Sports, games, gymnastics, aquatics, as

well as dance activities iu·e. fertile fields in which emerging
individuality may g1"'ow. 2

Physical education is obliged to join with the other
disciplines in providing the climate and e:).1)erienoes which
will result in creative expression. 3

Ally physical educa.tion

class has the potential for stimulating students to explore,
experime.nt, investigate., reorganize and express.

The student

who has created a game, swimming routine, dance. free exercise ·
routine or movement phrase of any kind t-1ill be self-motivated

to improve the performance of the skills which are necessary
for the achieve.1uent of the desired expression.

4

Proper

teaching, it would seem, should at that point further encourage and aid the learner to accomplish the desired end eon--

duat.
l

3

Ibid., P• 25.

Ibid.

2smith, 21?.•
4
Ibid.

-

£!!.,

p.

ss.
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Elementary schools, secondary eah.ools, colleges,
and universities should all provide the opportu.i,ity for

exploration, analysis and creati.on.

Creative movement

should not be turned over to any particular grade level or
teacher.

The pop·utar belief that only the. dance teacher is

concerned

w1.·th

· a m1.sconcept1on.
• ·
l
creat·1ve movem.en t 1s
If

Creativity and Aquatic Art

Eisner cites two ma.in oharaateristics of a creative
product as: Cl) 0rigi11ality and (2) beauty or eoherence. 2
The former is most frequently necessary in the sciences, the
latter in the arts. 3

Aquatic art is the individual's inter-

p1"etation of thoughts and feelings expressed through. the use
4
of the body in the aquatic medium.
The fact that few limi-

tations are placed upon the perfol~ance of aquatic art compositions is indicative. of the. emphasis placed upon creativity
in tenns of beauty.

The. creative ability of the. artist i.s

allowed to exist in an environment of· freedom of e>.tpression.
The t1quatic artist uses three f aoets of the oreative process---

selectivity, originality, and the desire to communicate as a
foundation upon which to build the creative product.

The

emphasis is not on the. exactness of the perf orm.anoe of the
1 Ibid.

3 tbid • .

2sisner, gia. !!~• , p. 3.
4
oundling, .22.• £it., P• xbi.
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composition but on its ability to communicate through move. he ~ater. l
ment patterns int

The Nature of Color and Color Symbolism

Color is-a sensation produced by excitation of the
eye by various stimuli such as light, drugs, pressure or

electricity and which can be described as having quantitatively specifiable dimensions of hue, saturation and

brightness. 2

Hue is the dimension of color that is referred

to on a scale of perceptions ranging from red through yellow,
green, blue, and black to red. 3 Saturation is the dimension
of color that is referred to on a scale of perceptions repre-

senting a color's degree of departure from an achromatic
color of the same brightness. 4 Brightness is the dimension
of color that is referred to on a scale of perceptions representing a color's similarity to some one of a series of achromatic colors ranging from very dim to very bright. 5 The hue,
saturation, and brightness dimensions of color represent a
cultural development on which there is general agreement.
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Col01"', like sound, is a vibratory phenomenon. 1

color is Like a musical note.

Ea,oh

Red, at one end of the spectrum.,

has the lowest frequeucy and the longest wave. length.

Violet,

at the other end_of the spectrum, has the highest frequency
and the shortest wave length.

Sir James Jeans, in his book

Through Time~ Space., states:

• • • just as different colors of light are produced by
light waves of different lengths, so sound of different
pitches are produced by sound waves of different lengths. 2
When sounds are put together in an orderly manner by a com-

poser, the end result is called music.

When sounds occur in

a haphazard fashion, the effect is generally referred to as
noise.

Similarly when colors are put together in an orderly

manner by an artist, tile result is color harmony as opposed
to the. diaoord of color combinations which are put together
at random. 3 These color combinations send different signals

to the brain which in turn responds differently to the different wave lengths.

The result is the sensation of color.

The

five fundamental oolor sensations are the aahromatio seneations
of whiteness and blackness and the chromatic sensations of

1Egbe.rt Jacobson, Basic Color (Chicago: Paul Theobald,
1948), p. 8 ..
2Graves,
cit., p. 173. citing James Je.an•s Through
Time and Space ••
5tbid.
4 Ibid •
.\:gbert, .2.2.· cit., p. 8 •

-

~- -
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redness, blueness, and gree.nness. 1

It is only during th.e

past few years th.at a theory of color sensation has been

proven. 2
Color i~ light. 3 Color is energy.

4

.

.

What the human

.

eye and brain perceive as oolor and/or light is an infinitesimal part of the electromagnetic spectrum. 5 The human
vision confined to a small part of th.is radiant spectrum
sees what is gene.rally referred to as the
or those visible rays of radiant energy. 6

0 oolor

spectrum. 0

On either side of

the color spectrum are rays which are beyond the scope of
human perception. 7 These infrared and ultraviolet rays may
be detected by the use of special instruments.
We respond to colors wherever we see them. These
. •
co l or exper i ences cond 1t1.on
our responses. 8 Henri Matisse,

an artist of the late nineteenth century, states that:

The chief aim of color should be to serve expression as
well as possible. The choice. of colors doe.snot rest
on any scientific theory; it is based on observation,
on feeling, on the very nature of eaoh experi.ence.9

1

Ibid.

2Edward F. MacNiehol, "Three-Pigment Color Vision'',
Scientific American (December 1964), p. 48-56.

3Louis Cheskin. Colors (New York:
Corporation, 1947), p. 29.
,

4
7

Graves, 22•
Ibid.

gg_._

Live.right Publishing
6

p. 171.
8

.Jacobson, .2,2.

'

2!!•,

9 1bid., p. 146, citing Henri Matisse.

p. 128..

-

tbid ..
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Even in a short lifetime color experiences accum.ula,te to

produce strong preferences and prejudices. 1

Prehistoric man used color as a medium of emotional
and communicative expression. 2 In ancient titnes, eolor played
a. vital part in re.ligion.

Because color was elevated to the

re.,a lm of the divine, it needed no explanation. 3

More than

five thous.and years ago the Egyptians possessed yellow, blue.
and green pigments, and an earth0n red resembling today's
burnt sienna. 4 They used these. colors both in ink and in
paint.

Birren states that in Egypt yellow was the token of

the sun; the color of man was red; green represented the
eternity of nature; purple was the hue of the earth; blue,
like the heavens, was s.iacred to justice, and black was the

color of Seth, the deity of evit.

5

In the Orient this same. use of color prevailed. 6 Gods
were identified by hues.
the. destroyer, wns black.

and to Confucius.

In India Brahm.a was yellow and .S iva,
YellorA was liketri.se sacred to Budda

Green was s.acred to Mohammed and is still

worn in the turban of the Moslem who has made a. pilgrimage to
u
7 In Mongolia. the earth was conceived as being a high
"'"ecoa.
l

3

Ibid., p. 128.

Ibid.

2
oheskin, op. cit., p. 23.
4

Ibid., p. 107.

5Faber Birren, New Horizons !!l Oolor (New York.:
Reinhold Publishing Corpora.tion, 1956), p. 158.
7
6
1bid.
Ibid.
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mountain called Sumur and each of the four sides of the
mountain was hued. t To the east was white, to the west was
red.

Yellow was symbolic of the north, while blue represented

the south.
In China color was and still is inextricably woven
into the culture of the rsce.. 2 Tbe points of the compass
were again identified in color1 only different hues represented each. point.

To the Chinese the primary colors were
five in number, red, yellow, black, white, and green. 3 These

huea we.re related to the five Chinese elements, fire, metal,
wood, earth, and water, to the five happinesses, the five
firtues, the five vices, and the five precepts of faith..
Early Christian art is futl of expressionless visages
4
a.nd distorted featux·e.a.
'Ehe complexions of the saints are.

brown and green and look very unhealthy, but the. figures are
always dressed in gay colored robes. 5
Giotto was the first great painter to break. away from
the raw-colored, still Byzantine style.

6

He began to use a

realistic form and neutralized color values.

Fresco became

a popular medium among Florentine painters, but fresco did
.,
not lend itself to brill.e.nt

01"'

7
•
sub t 1 e col oring.

To El Greco,

the. Spanish artist, organic nature was ugly, only ootor was
3tbid.

4 cneskin, .22· cit., p. 108.
6 tbid.

7 tbid.

5 Ibid.

beautiful. 1

He. was concarne.d primarily with emotion; this
he created by relying heavily on vibrant color. 2
Sir Isaac Newton in 1666, discovered th.at sunlight
consisted of m~y rays, each of which when permitted to

impinge separately upon the retina produ.ce.d the sensation
of a distinct color. 3 The Pre.non Impressionists, Monet,
Renoir and Pissaro were the first painters to put Newton's
findings into practice. 4 The Impressionists painted everything with the colors of the.

sut\

or with the spectrum col.ors.

They eliminated the. brown earth colors and blaak.

5

The Physical. Properties of Color
The initial stimulus for color is ligbt .. 6

The word

light has acquired two meanings, one pertains to the sensation
and therefore is psychological in character, while the. othe1...

refers to the. L"<ternal cause of the sens£ition and the ref ore
7
is physical in nature.
In order to comprehend the phenoo.1.ena
of color the pb.ysiaal nature of light s,hould be understood.
1

Ibid.

2Helen Gardner, &! •rbrough !!!! t\jes (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and t:orld, Ina., 1959), p. 392.
3M. Luokiesh., Color !!!,! !!! Ap:plioation, (New York:
D. Van Nostrand Compa11y, 1110., 1927), P• 30.
4
5
Che.skin, .2£• ,2!!., P• 108.
Ibid., P• 108.
6
7
Luckiesh, .2:2.• cit. t P• 15.
Ibid.
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Light is a form known as electromagnetic energy. 1
It passes through space at 186,000 miles per second without

resistance and, like many other energy forms cannot be known
to exist at all until it :ts converted into some other form by

striking an object in its path or is changed in some other
way.

2

According to mode.1-n theories, light is produced by the

release of energy stored in the motions of the. e.leotrons composing the outer parts of the atoms. 3 When these electrons
absorb energy from sources outside. the material, they are
placed in a state of more violent motion.

Therefore, for

light to exist at all. it is necessary first that electro . .
4
magnetic energy be. created and given off into space.
Once
created, light travels outward from the light source at

constant velocity in all directions until it is modified by
.king some ob'Jee t .in its
~
h S
s t rJ.'"
pat.

Light has three attributes which are. related to the
role light plays as a color stimulus. 6

cine attribute. of light

which is re.lated to its role as a color stimulus is wavelength.
1 Ralph M. Evans, An lntroductio!1. !,2. Color (New Yorlo
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1948), p. B.
2J. Gordon Cook, We Live !?z_ ~Ae.. S~9 (New York: The
Dial Press, 1957), p. 183:5

6

.

.
Ibid., p. 8.

Robert W. Burnham, Randell M. Hanes, and O. J.
Bartleson, Color: A Guide to ~asio Fac,tt? .and Oo~oe2,=.e, (l1ew
York: John t~liey and Sons. Inc., i91ia,, p:-ZO.
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Tb.is refers to the lengths of the waves in wh.iah light travels.
At one end of the spectru..rn of radiant energy are radio waves

and infrared rays of he.at that are very long and invisible.
At the opposite e.11d of the spectrum. of radiant energy are the
invisible, very shoI·t ultraviolet waves, followed by the. even

shorter cosmic waves.

Between the very long and invisible

sound waves and infrared waves at one end of the spectrum and
the very short and invisible. ultraviolet waves and cosmic
waves at the other end are the waves of radiant energy that

These waves are the components of visible light,
which we call color. 1 Specific colors correspond to definite
wave lengths of light. 2 Mixtures of colot'"S are mixtures of
are visible.

wave lengths. 3

Violet is at the shortest wave end of the

invisible spectrum while. magenta. red is a.t the longest.

A

second attribute of light related to its role ss a color
stimulus ia its intensity. 4 ·rh.e intensity of light is related to the rate of incidnnce of the energy onto the visual
1."'t?.ceptor.

To serve as a color stimulus, the intensity of

light must be above a certain minimum.

As the. light gradually

decreases in intensity, color sense is lost.

At twilight all

objects appear as varying intensities of gray. 5
1

cheskin, .2£• ~-, P• 29.

4 Burnham, Hanes, and Bartleson, ·!?,2.• g_!!_., P• 20.
5L. L. Langley, E. Cheraskin, and Ruth Slee.per,
Dynamic Anatomx and Ph2siolost (New York: MoGraw..-Hill Company,
1no., 1958), p. 1!1.
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A third attribute. of light, related to its ·r ole. as

color stimulus is its wave length composit:ton. 1
response may be stimulated

by

A

color

ligb.t of a single wave length

or fi'equency or by light of several or all 11ave lengths or

frequencies in an infinite number of combinations. 2 White

light is a mixture of many wave lengths, and most of tb.e
colors of nature consist of several wave lengths in different
proportions. 3

Our eyes respond differently to these different

wave combinations, and send different signals to the brain.
This results in the varied sensations of eolor. 4
How the eye. sees color is still a mystery. The human
eye functions somewhat like a camera. 5 Over the eyeball is
the cornea., a transparent outer covering shaped like a watch.

crystal.

Behind this is the iris, a ring-like structure which

c.:>-;.pa.nds and contracts under the action of light and which forms

the pupil.

Behind the pupil is the lens ·which bulges or

flattens out to accomodate for cl0sene9s Ot"' distance.

Back

of all this is the retina, a network of sensitive. nerve endings.
It is he.re that light is focused and fr.om he1~e impulses are
transmitted to the brain.

l\iright states that "• •• structurally

l Burnham, Hanes, and Bartleson, £2· c.i~., 'P• 20.
2
Ibid.

3
Jaoobson, .2,2. ci.t.• • p. 114

4

Ibid.

5Birren, New Horizons in Color, .22• cit •• p. 176.
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the retina may be regarded as a light sensitive expansion of
the brain. 111

In the ht..UMn re.tin&, there are two types of photoreceptor cells:

the rods, distributed riither uniformly over

the entire expanse, and the cones, especially numerous and
refiued in the central area of the foven,. 2 The rods react

chiefly to brightness and motion in subdued light.

The cones

react to brightness and motion and also see color.

Most of

the process of see.ins takes place therefore, in the central
foveal area of the eye.

3

Gyo:c;..gy Ke.pea states that:

• • • the experiencing of ever'y image is the result of

interaction between external physical forces and internal
forces of the individual as ha assimilates, order and
molds external forces to bis own measure • • • • Sight
is cnore than pure sensation. As soon as the light rays
reach the retina, the mind organises and molds them into
wea.ning.ful spatit1l uuits.4
The color of anything we. see depends, therefox·e, not

only upon the nature of the substance and the light that is
falling upon it but also on tbe sensation of the person as
he perceives it.

The sensation of color is not a filCed and

1.~igid thing; it depe\,ds upon the health and condition of all

the human tissues that are involved in perception.

Color is

l Ibid., citing w. D. Wright.
2

Ibid., p. 178.

3Maitland Graves, Color Fundamentals (New York:

Hill Book Company, Inc., 1952), P• 71.
4 Burren, 2£• cit., p. 178, citing Gyorgy Kepes.

McGral4-
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a sensation that can vary greatly from one individual to
another, and from one set of circumstances to another.

It

is this fle>;ibility that enables color to contribute so tnuah
to the beauty of our every day· lives.

When Sir lsaaa Newton broke up the beam of light with

a prism and saw the colors of light for the first time under
controlled conditions, he ,o ategorize.d the colors as violet,
indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange, and red. 1 Current research has now discovered there are three primary colors,
red, green, and blue, and that other hues in the visible.

spectrum are mixtures of the. primary colors. 2
Since Newton's time, many color tt\eorie.s and
systems have been set forth.

00101:~

LeBlond is credited wi.th cre-

ating the first aolox' chart baaed upon t"ed, yellow and blue. 3
Helmholtz dis0ove1~d more about the nature of light that led

the way to more oompr.ehe.na:l.ve color systems. 4

He.ring made an

important oontribution by recognizing black and ·white as psycho-

logical factors in color, whereaG to the physicist, black ie
no color and white is alt colors combined.~

He is also

credited with fi.rst discover:f.ng the phsreiol..ogical p.r imaries

red, green, yellow, and blue.

6

This discovery bas sinae been

l Luckiesh, .22• £U_., p. 30.
2

Oheskin, 9.2.. ~ . • p.. 62
5
Ibid.

3

6

Ibid.
Ibid.
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further· clarified in that it is not known that there are
l

only three color primaries, red, blue, and green.

In 1905, Albert H. Munsell evolved a workable color

system with three color ch.ara.cteristice-....... hue. value, and
cbroma. 2 Hue corresponds to dominant wave length; value

corresponds to brightness, luminous reflectance, or transmission; chroma corresponds to purity or saturation.

Munsell's

system is based upon ten hues and ten steps of each hue.

The most comprehensive color system which has been
introduced in recent years was formulated by Wilhelm Ostwald.

3

This system. is the most applicable of all tbe complioate.d
color systems because it incorporates psyohologioal as well
as plysical factors.

It is based upon twenty-four hues, and

black and white.

Disregarding the early color theories that were based
upon limited experimentation, e.uthot"'ities still find color
theories that do not afp.~ea. 4 Some of the divergent views are

believed to be purely personal interpretations of color phenomena on the part of the authors. 5
1i4acNichols, .22• ill_., p. 48-56.
2araves, Color Fundamentals, 22•
3

ohe.skin, .22.• cit., p. 62.

4

Cheskint ~

5

Ibid.

ill•,

P• 62.

.2.!l• •

p. 136.
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Psychological Attributes of Color
In addition to its inherent psychological power,
color exerts a strong symbolic force which has been implanted
in us through tradition.

For example.,

we

are conditioned to

associate red with festivity, blue with distinction, purple
with dignity, green with nature, and yellow v1ith sunshine. •1

We commonly associate aolors with outstanding aohievernents.
Colors a1~e used as designations of special merit in awarding
honors and prizes.

Generally the awardi.ng of a blue ribbon

means first place.

A gold medal awarded for performanoe is

also indicative of me1..it.

Color standards have been set up

as a means of identification. 2

wiring systems.

Industry uses color to identify

Colors a.re used as signals nnd safety devices.

The Navy uses black and yellow irt the form of a eheelterboard

to ma1~k eye-hazardous areas, such as in ara-weld.ing.

It is

painted on welding shields, signs, and equipment to guard
against flash burns of the eye.

Orat1ge is standard for

caution, while red is associated with markings of fire protection devices and the command to stop at traffic signals.
In factories blue is used as a symbol indicating equipment,
elevators, machines, or any materials set aside for repairs.
1 chaskin, 22• cit., p. 56.
3Birren, ~Horizons!!!, Color, .eJ?.:.. cit., P• 66.

3
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A new symbol, comprised of a pu1"'ple target on yellow, has

recently been established to mark dangerous radioactive
materials and radioohemicals. 1 Colors are also associated
2
with specrial holidays.
Orange and black symbolize Halloween;

red symbolizes St. Valentines Day; green is symbolic of St.
Patrioka Day; green and red represent the Spirit of Onristmas.
Brown is usually associated with Thanksgiving while yellow
and purple are symbolic: of Easter.

In connection with the

symbolism of colors, Parker states:
The expressiveness of color symbolism is as difficult
to account for as the parallel symbolism in sounds.
Colors get. it is thought, their value for feeling
either through. some connection with emotionally toned
objects, like vegetation, light, the sky, blood, darkness, and fire. or e.lse through. some emotional situations,
like mourning or danger, wh:f.ch the.y have come to symboli2e..3
Color symbolism can be either conscious or unaonacious. 4
Through association, a color often expresses a sensation
that is completely independent of the inherent color oharaater.
According to l<.andineky, a .f amous pa.i nter, colors relate to specific sensations and illust1--ate unique movement
characterietioe. 5 White light is the most vital thing in

11bid.
~~alter Sargent,

2oheskin, 22.• cit., p. 56.

!h! EnJofffient .!!'!9. Y!!,

of Color (New

Yox•k;· Charle& Scribne1"'' s Sons, 1924), p. 53, cI'ting Professor DeWitt H. Parker.

4Birren, !!!.! Horizons!!!_ Color, .21'?,•
(London:

.=!!•,

p. 77.

5waasily Kandinsky, The Art of Spiritual HaTnz
Constable and Oom.paiiy Limited,

1§14), 'p-::-,i •
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nature. 1

When it passes through the prism it is separated

into colors of which. the. waves are constant and regular in
their motion, but the waves of white tight are irregular and
Blank white seldom occw·s in things
which we see under ordinary conditions. 2 White has favorable
do not re.peat themselves.

symbolic meaning and therefore has some. psyohologioa.l value.

In its favor is its association with cleanliness and purity.
Inherently white is neither sedative nor stimulating, but it
can be either warm or cool. 3 white symbolizes light, triumph,
innocence and joy.

Its characteristics are luminous, ligb.t

and delicate. In Egypt a white tiara decorate the head of
Osiris. 4 In China white is the color of mourning while in

Western civilization it i.s the traditional color of the.
b.t·ide. 5

In modern .American slang. "·~hite guy0 has been used
to signify honesty and integrity. 6 'rhe meanings of purity,

innocence and regeneration are par~1llel to those of divine

power and light.

The. phrase, "whiter than snow", occurs in

this oonnection. 7
Black stands at the end of the neutral scale, opposite
to white.

No paint reflects more light than white nor less

th.an blaak. 8

Consequently, in pigments white ie the nearest

1 sargent,

-

.22· cit., p. 66.
3Cheskin,
.22.· cit., p. 87 •

-

sGraves, .22.• £!!•,
7sargent, .22.•

ill••

p. 264.

p. 50.

2tbid.
4 sargent, 22.• gl.£., p.

6

-

so.

tbid.

8 sarge.nt, !2• cit., p. 66.
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approaotl to light, and black is as close as one can come to
l

absolute darkness.

Southall states that:

The natut'e of black sensation, which is just the opposite
of wb.ite, -is more controversial because it is certainly
unique by reason of the fact that it alone of all t:he
visual sensations is not excited directly by any kind of
luminous radiation whatever.

One of the strongest grOtlnds

for considering black as a positive. elementary sensation
is the promptness and pet"emptoriness of this impression,
especially as manifested in the black contour lines of
contrast phenomena.2
The inherent psychological po~,er of black is negative. 3

Black

is basically depressing:; it has no attraction power; it absorbs
tremendous amounts of light.

Black is often associated with
the unknown and with the termination of the life foroe. 4 Black

typifies the powers of darkness which are in conflict with those
of light.

It stands

£01"'

defilement instead of innocence, and

for mourning instead of gayiety.

5

To the Ancient Indian, black

was the symbol of the lower world and of night darkness.

6

In

many re.ligiona, the. achrotuatio color black is in.v ested with

special significance. 7

To the Hindu, black represents Siva,

the Creator-Destroyer.

The Mohammedan worshipper bows down

to the black stone at Mecca.

In the. Roman Catholic and

1 Ibid.

2Jacobeon, .22• oit., 125, quoting James P.O. Southall.
3

cheskin, .22.• oit., p. 87.

5 sargent, 9.2..
6

ill•,

7

Ibid.

Kandinsky, 22.•

5!.!!:..,

p. 18 •

p. 51.

~t2§Y ~ Color
1941},p. ·. •

Faber Birren, The

The Crimson Press t

4

(l.~lestport, Oonneotiaut:
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Protestant religions of the Western world, black is symbolic
of the affliction, sorrow and agony associated with the Passion
of Christ.

Black, in the Christian tradition is a.lso a symbol
-

of renunciation of worldly things and a subsequent dedication
to the disciplines of the spiritual life, as evidenced by the.
traditional habits of nuns and priests.

In Western civili--

zations black has always signified sorrow, gloom, death and
fear of darkness.
and evil.

It is also indicative of secrecy, terror,

The "black hand", the. black flag of piracy, ''black

tidings"• ublack Friday" and the *'Prince of Darkness" exemplify
the significance of black. 1
Gold is significant of such qualities as greediness,
avarice, hunger, and voracity, particularly in connection
with material wealth. 2 The phrase "the Midas touch" occurs

in this connection.

Gold is also the. color of tb.e harvest

and of plenty, the hue of cornucopias, the Golde.n Ass, and
the Golden Gates of Heaven.

The story of the mundane egg,

found in nearly all ancient re.ligions tells us that it was
a golden one.

3

'rh.e ancient Greeks had a legend of a golden

thread by which Jupiter dre.w up souls to heaven.

The golden

bough was given to Aeneas in order that he might visit the
1oravas, The. Art ~ Color ~ Desisn, 212.•
2Faber Birren, Functional Color (Ne.w York:
Press, 1937), p. 97.
3
Ibid.

ill.• t

P• 264.

The Gr.i tnson
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de.ad and yet retain his life..

,

Of all the colors, red has the strongest chroma and
the grea.test power of attraction.

l

Red, in general. symbot-izes the more primitive passions and emotions. 2 It is

associated with rage, strife, courage, bravery, and virility.
In tb.e majority of the studies of aolor sensation
reviewed by the investigator the colors considered were white,
black, red, green, blue, purple, and yellow.

Very little work

has been done in the areas of color associations with hues of
primary colors.

Pink. a hue of the primary color red. is in-

cluded in this area where little research has been done.

In

Western civilizations pink is generally symbolic of the

feminine characteristics such as coyness, de.murene.ss, frivolity, and felinity.

3

It i.s also associated with babies

and the term, "sweet".

In modern American slang the phrase.

"in the pink of health" associates qualities of good health
and abundant energy with the hue pink.
Blue is a universal f avo1--ite and perhaps the most

popular of all colors.
parent as the sky.

4

It means truth---olear and trans-

Blue is the color of the heavens.

To

the Buddhist sapphire produces peace of mind and equanimity.
Many Buddhist statues were painted blue to i11dicate divine -

1 Ibid.
4 Birren,

!!.?!

~~zons .!!!, Color, !"J?.•

ill•,

p. 260.
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origin.

1

Purple, a combination of blue and red, combines

the attributes of these two colors.

It is the color of

royalty, pomp, and richness. 2
Green has long been associated with the productiveness of nature's life-giving force. 3 According to the tenets
of the Christian faith, green has often symbolized God, faith
and iamortality.

4

In ordinary usage "green° expresses fresh-

ness, raw, callow youth, and immaturit.y .

Yellow. the most

luminous of all colors, is the least popular. 5

Bright, clear

yellow is emblematic of the sun and is cheerful, gay, and
lively.

It is a sacred hue in China and also in Western

Christian civilization, where it is used in the churches in
the form. of backgrounds of sacred paintings and altar coverings
to signify light and divine glory. 6
The foregoing description of characteristic qualities
and symbolic meanings associated with colors has been presented
to illustrate the vast potential for the use of color in ere•
ative expression.

The. investigator is prima,rily concerned with

the aspects or sensations of white, black, gold, and pink, which,
in her opinion, are susceptible to translation and communication
through the medium of aquatic art.
2ibid.
3Birren, !!!.!, Story

4 Ibid.

2!

Color, 22.•

5Ibid.

ill•,

P• SO.

6

Ibid.
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Summary
In this chapter the investigator included a brief

over-view of the nature of creativity as well as a description
of the nature of color and color symbolism.
Creativity h.as been defined as a process by which indi-

viduals produce ideas or products which are new or novel and
previously unknown to the producer.

In the United States of

America, creativity has received neither the proper attention

nor the emphasis it deserves, either in research or in actual
practice.
The creative process consists of an exploration and

illvestigation of known or familiar elements and a reorga.n ization of these elements in a unique and individual way.

It

is essential to remember th.et the creative process is com-

pleted only when the creative. product is produced and is
evolved out of the experience. of the creator and not something
he receives secondhand.
Creativity could be a trait of the majority whereas
now it is a trait of only the minority.

Creativity gives each

human being the power of producing various kinds of new products
outside of his physical self.

lt is a function of educators,

a creative function, to open the mind of each student to selfrevelation and then to help the students relate these. new
imaginative elements to the acoepted concepts of the world.
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Included in the discussion of the nature and symbolism
of color was a definition of color as a sensation produced by
exoitation of th.e eye by various stimuli such as light, drugs,
pressure and electricity which can be described as having

quantitatively specifiable dimensions of hue, saturation and
brightness.

Color is light and energy and the human brain

responds to colors whenever it perceives them.

Thia perception ·

of color is not a fixed and

1.. igid

thing; it varies greatly from

one. individual to another.

It is this flexibility that enables

color to contribute so muoh. to the beauty of our every day lives.
Through association, a color often expresses a sensation that is completely independent of the inherent color
character.

We

regpond to colors whe.1.~ver we se.e them.

color experiences condition our responses.

Thus

Even in a short

lifetime. these experiences accumulate. to make strong prefe.r ences and prejudices.

And because each of us retains different

memories connected with certain colors we find ourselves disagreeing about them in clothil1g, in ou.r living quarters, and

in works of art.

Birren points out that the color black is

often associated with the. termination of the life force.

White ia symbolic of the qualities of purity and innocenca,
particularly in connection with the phrase

0

whiter than snow."

Gold is significant of such qualities as greediness, avarice,
hunger and voracity, particularly in connection with m.-1te.rial

wealth.

Pink is generally symbolic of feminine oharacteristios
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such. as coyness, demureness, frivolity, and felinity.
Symbolisms are similarly relegated to all of the colors of
the spectrum.
The investigator's basic concept

'We.t.s

that color as

energy and symbolism might be translated readily into color
in motion through the medium of aquatic art.
study attempted to do this.

The present

The product entitled Color

Kaleidoscope utilized the selected aspects of the color

symbolism of black, wh.ite, pink, and gold as its thematic
source in an aquatic art presentation.

The sequence of procedures followed in the formation
of the study will be presented in Chapter III of this report.

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES
Because of the investigator's interest in aquatic

art, a creative thesis in this idiom. was selected for presentation in pa1~tial fulfillment for the requirements of a Master

of Arts degree at the Texas ,,.-roman' s University, in Denton,
Texas.

The investigator's backt1r0und and e.x perienae in aquatic

art enabled her to select a problem which permitted the combined
study of creativity, the physicnl nature of color and color

symbolism in relation to .aquatic art.

It ti.ras the choice of the

investigator to base the suite upon selected aspects of color
symboliom of the achromatic color, bl -a ak; the. pure color, white;

and the spectrwn variations of pink and gold.

The fifth compo-

sition utilized oolor to form constantly changing floating
pattenu1 on the surface of the water.

In developing the present

study, the investigator adhered to the following procedures.
Preliminary Procedures
Permission for the development of a creative project
in conjunction with the annual production of the Synchronized
Swimming Olass at the Texas ,,.loman • s University, in Denton,
Texas, was obtained from. the De,.1n of the College of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation of the Texas i lotnan' s Uni1

versity.
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In order to choreograph, direct and produce a ere•

ative thesis, the investigator first undertook research
related to the nature of creativity.

Be.cause the relation-

ship of col or symbolism to emotional ocntent was believed
0

worthy of portrayal and with.in the capabilitie.s of the in-

vestigator, materials pertaining to the pb.ysieal nature of
color and color symbolism were reviewed as background for
the preparation of the aquatic art suite entitled Color
Kaleidoscoee.

The investigator read extensively, collected

notes on relevant documentary sources of data, and compiled

these notes in categories comprising the selected areas of

the study which we.re to serve as an orientation to aw:lmm.ing
as an art form. as well as to the thematic materials best
suited for presentation in the medium of aquatic art.
On November ll, l965, the investigator presented the
tentative outline of her the.sis in a Graduate Seminar of the

College of Health, Physical Education and Recreation of the
Texas Wom.an'a University, Denton, Texas.

The problem waa

presented by the investigator, disau.saed by those attending
the Seminar and accepted by the Thesis Committee. as being a

valid and worthwhile study.

Suggested oorreotions were in-

corporated in the outline and the final prospeatu.s was filed
with. tha Dean of Graduate Studies at the Texas Woman•s Uni-

versity.
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Development of the. Choreography
The investigator selected empil"'ically tb.e colors of
white. black, gold and pink as the basis of choreography for
foar of the five compositions.

The fifth composition in the

suite combined the colors red, white, blue, turquoise, green,
orange, yellow, aqua and pink to form constantly changing
floating patterns on the surface of the water to present a
kaleidoscopic effect.

This composition suggested the name

ultimately chosen for the entire suite, Color KaleidoscoEe•
The choreography for the five aquatic art compositions

comprising the suite evolved from the knowledge acquired and
the ideas formulated as a result of comprehensive reading and
from. the subjective interpretation of experiences directly
related to the qualifying adjectives associated with each of
the specific colors.

The respective compositions were named

for the colors which they represented.

The titles used

throughout th.is study, therefore, are:

''White," "Gold,'' "Pink, tt

"Black," and "Kaleidoscope."

In portraying the symbolism

associated with. the color white, the investigator selected th.e
qualities of "purity" and "innocence," particularly in connection with the phrase "whiter than snow.''

0

Gold" was based

upon selected aspects which emphasize the greedy, hungry,
materialistic qualities that are so often associated with. this
hue.

"Pink," based upon selected symbolic aspe.ats of the color

pink, portrayed the associated qualities and sensations epitomized
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by such te.rms as

0

ooy t tt ttfrivolous," and ''feline.." In

portraying the symbolism associated with the color black, the.
investigator chose to re.present such sensations as the fear

of darkness and the powers of darkness which are in conflict
with those of light.

"Kaleidoscope" was based upon the

utilization of constantly changing color patterns on the
surface. of the water.

The suite of five aquatic art compo-

sitions entitled Color Kaleidoscoee was included in the formal
concert program presented by the Synchronized Swimming Group
of th.a Texas Woman's University• in Denton, Texas.
The investigator created the movement motifa for each

of the five aquatic art compositions; developed the movement
sequences into phrases, arranged the phrases into a specific

form. selected for eaoh of the compositions, and organized the
compositions in a continuous suite for presentation.

The

aquatic art suite will be described further in Chapter IV of

this report which is entitled ''A Description of the Five

Original Aquatic Art Compositions Comprising the Suite Entitled Color !<a.le.idoscoee. 0

Twelve swimmers were selected from the Synchronized
Swimming Olaes of the Texas Woman• a Unive.reity to participate
in th.e production of Color KaleidoscOP!•

The bases for their

selection were interest, adequate level of skill demonstrated
through class work, and a wil.Lingneas to devote sufficient
time to the development, rehearsal, and public presentation
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of the auite.

Ba.c kground materials related to the purpose.

theme and the content of the suite were presented to the

selected swimmers in orde;r to create an awareness and under-

standing of the aquatic art compositions requisite to th.eir
successful performance.

A schedule of rehearsals for the

compositions was established and given to all participating

membera.

Th.e selected students were taught the. progressive.

technique sequences developed by the investigator in order
to facilitate their pe.rf ormanoe of the choreography created

for tha entire com.position. · The movement sequences wre
aasambled into the five complete aquatic art compositions
and the suite. was taught to the selected participants.

As

the choreographer taught and directed the compositions

comprising Color Ko.leidoscoee, it was necessary periodically
to alter certain movement patterns and to originate new one.a
in order to heighten the desired effects.
Aa soon as the students b.ad acquired a substantial

degree of assurance in performance, and the compositions had
achieved a s11tiafa.ctory degree of unity and continuity, the

aquatic art oompoeitions were presented to the members of

th.a inveatigator•a The.sis Committee in lieu of a jury cf
apecialists, which was unobtainable.

Constructive criticism

and auggeationa for improvement were made in regard to content,
form and duration of eacb composition.

These suggestions were

taken under advisement and re,v isiona in the compositions were

made wherever it was deemed neceasary.
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The accompaniment to be utilized in the suite. ot
aquatic art compositions was selected by the investigator from
among those musical recordings wb.ich would lend tbem&elves to
each theme of the five selections com.prising the suite.

The.

primary factor taken into consideration in the selection of
the accompaniment was its contribution to the emotional setting
and mood of the composition.

Secondary features were famili ..

arity, tempo, and change of p~ce.

The selected accompaniment

for ea.ob. of the compositions was:

"White," "Winter Love 0

;

"Gold," "The Dea.th of Goldfinger"; "Pink,u ttTbeme from Pink
Panther"; "Black, 0 "You' 11 Never Halk Alone"; and t•Kaleido-

scope," "Somewhere Over the Rainbow."

The investigator ob-

tained the collaboration of the manager of Record Town, a
local music snop, in the taping of the music selected.
The investigator selected poetry as the transitional
device for unifying the separate aquatic art compositions
oompriaing the. suite into a satisfying whole.

Th.a poems were

chosen by the investigator on the basia of their contribution
in heightening the mood of ea.ob. of the compositions and in

enriching tb.e tneme of the au.it• a.a a whole.

The poem se-

lected to introduce the composition "'White." was entitled
''White" and was written by Sunni Phillips, a graduate student

at the Texas Woman's University, in Denton, Texas.

The tran-

sitional poem se.leoted to introduce "Gold" was written by
Nelson Riddle and was entitled, "Gold. 0

''Pinktt was introduced
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by "Daphne", a poem written by Edna St. Vincent Millay.

tt:Black" was introduced

by

and entitled ••Black0

The. poem selected to introduce

•

a poem written

by

Victor Young

"Kaleidoscope." was written by Lola Ridget e.ntitled "The
Each of the poems was read off-stage by Mary Sue

Ghetto...

Purcell, a student at the. Texas Woman's University, in
Denton, Texas.

The poem was followed immediately by the

performance of the composition it served to introduce.
Preparation for Public Pet..formance

The costumes for each of the five aquatic art compositions were designed to allow fre4dom of movement and to
suggest characteristic aspects of each color.

The investi-

gator submitted sketches of the. costumes to the Costume

Committee for further suggestions.

The members of the Cos-

tume Committee were Linda Gillen, Martha Richardson, and

Bambi Marsden, students at the Texas Woman's University who

volunteered their time and efforts in order to design and
complete construotion of the costumes for the public presentation.

Available materials we.re viewed by the investi-

gator who took into consider.a tion the precise. color• texture t

movability and expense. of the possible selections.

After the

materials bad been selected and purchased, the costumes were

made by the Costume Committee under the supervision of the
investigator.

The costumes were completed after numerous

fittings and alterations.

Sketches of the costumes designed
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for each color comprising the suite of aquatic art compo-

sitions will be found in the Appendix on page

of this

thesis.
Special prope.rtie.s were. used by the investigator to
heighten the mood of two of the aquatic art compositions,
"Gold" and "Pink•'.

The prop for "Gold" consisted of a la1·ge

three.-legged pot of gold constructed of black papier-maohe'
and filled with gold foil.

Th.e pot of gold was designed by

the investigator and was constructed by the Maintenance Department of the Texas Woman's University, in Denton, Texas.
The prop used in "Pink" consisted of a pink panther, ten
feet tall, constructed of papier••«neche ' •

Th.e panther was

designed by Th.alma Wilson, a student of the Texas Woman's
University and was oonstruoted by members of the Prop Committee under the supervision of the investigator. · The
members of the Prop Committee were Thelma Wilson, Sally Imel,
Jerry Martin, Ann Jerman, tmd Judy Blair, .students at the

Texas Woman•s University, in Denton. Texas.
Lighting effects for this theois project were undertaken by a student in the College of Health, Physical Edu-

cation and Recreation of the. Texas Woman's University in
conjunction with. the investigator.

Miss Linda Jorgensen

had experience in developing lighting and Lightb,g effects
for prevfoua aquatic art presentations and other dramatic
productions.· Miss Jorgensen obse:rved rehearsals on several
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occasiona and then formulated tentative lighting plots after
having discussed with the choreographer the desired e.f feots
and possible moods to be achieved through lighting.

At the

dress rehearsal, a com.pleta lighting run-through was executed
and auggeationa were. then made for cbanges with respect to the
placement of spot lights, color of gelatins and intensity or
brightneea of the lighted areas.

Lighting effects were em-

ployed primarily to heigh.ten and thus project more vividly
the prescribed quality and atmosphere of each aquatic art
composition within the suite.

A more comprehensive descr.iption

of the lighting design wilt be included in Chapter IV of this
study.

Presentation of the Suite Entitled
Color Kaleidoscope
The final procedure in.volved in the development of

thia creative project was the public presentation of the five
aquatic art compositions entitled Color Kalei~oscoef:. and the

preparation of a formal written report of the study.

The

suite of aquatic art compositions was included in the formal
concert program presented by the Synchronized Swimming Group
of the Texas Woman•a University in Denton, Texas on April 13
and 14, 1966.

the program.

Color Kaleidoscope was presented as one part of
A

copy of the program of the concert given at the

Texaa Woman's University is included in the Appendix of this
study.
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A formal w:,,:-itten report of the study including a
description of the five original aquatic art compositions
aompriaing the suite with respect to their choreography, the
accompaniment, the. poems used as a transitional device, the
costumes, the basic lighting, the. props, and all other aspects
of the production was prepared.

An introduction to tha study

concerned with creativity and the nature. of color and color
symbolism was included in the report.
Summary
In this chapter, the investigator reported the sequence
of procedures followed in the formulation of the study.

Per-

mission for the development of the creative project in con . .
junction with the 1965-1966 annual production by the Synchro . .
nized Swimming Group at the Texas Woman's University was
obtained from the Dean of the College of Health, Physical Education and Recreation of the Texas Woman's University, in
Denton, Texas.

The inve.stigator then surveyed resource ma-

terials related to creativity and the physical nature of color
and color symbolism.

Upon the basis of this research in the

areas of creativity and the nature of color and aolor symbol . .

ism the investigator selected empirically the colors and

qualitiea beat adapted, in her opinion, to portrayal through
tl\e idiom of aquatic art.

The colors selected we.re white, gold,

pink• black, and kaleidoscopic combinations of many colors.
Twelve members of the Texas Woman's University were selected
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by the investigator to participate in tbe. study.

These

students were oriented with respect to the purpose and
content of the proposed study and presented with a schedule
of rehearsals.

The investigator then taugbt selected tech-

niques and entire movement phrases to the participating
members.

The. movements in each of the compositions were

involved in constant revision in order to heigbten the
desired effect of the. composition.

Poe.try was used as the

transitional device to assemble the five aquatic art compositions into a continuous whole..

The poems, which were

selected by the investigator on the basis of their contribution in heightening the mood and in enriching the the.me of
the suite as a whole, were. read off-stage by a narrator.

The.

costumes to be utilized in the public presentation were de.signed by the investigator and constructed by the Costume
Committee undar the investiga.t or' s supervis.ion.

Lighting

effects for this thesis project were undertaken by a student

in the College of Health, Physical Education and Recreation
of the Texas Woman's University in conjunction with the in-

vestigator.

Lighting effects were employed primarily to

heighten and thus project more. vividly the desired quality
and atmosphere of each aquatic art composition within the
suite.

The programs were designed and prepared by the in-

veatigator and printed. by the press of the. Texas Woman's
University, in Denton, Texas.

The props were designed by
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Miss Thelma Wilson, a student at the Texas Woman's University
and constructed by the Prop Conu."llittee in conjunction with the
investigator.

The suite of aquatic art compositions was pre-

sented in public performance on April 13 and 14, 1966.
In Chapter IV, a description of the five aquatic art
compositions comprising Color Kaleidoscope will be presented.
Methods and materials representative of the selected thematic
content will be reported in conjunction with the. accompaniment.
the number of swimmers utilized, the land movements used, the
costumes, the props, and the lighting utilized in the develop-

ment of the choreography, in. addition to an analysis of the
compositions developed in relation to the measures of music.

CHAPTER IV
A DESCRIPTION OF THE PIVE ORIGINAL AQUATIC ART
COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING THE SUITE
ENTITLED COLOR KALEIDOSCOPE
In developing the present creative thesis, the investigator re.viewed and studied resource materials based
upon the physical chat"'acteristics of color as well as those
based upon the nature of color symbolism.

Guided by this

research she selected aspects of color symboliSlll as the

basis of the thematic content of each of the five compositions
comprising the suite entitled Color Kaleidoscope.

It was the

intent of the investigator to translate color as light and

energy into color in motion.
The investigator then selected empirically, the

qualities aasooiated with each. of these colors which, in her
opinion, were most graphically portrayed through the. idiom
of aquatic art.

The colors ohosen as the thematic source of

the five compositions comprising Color Kaleidoscope were white,
gold, pink and black.

The fifth composition utilized combi-

nations of many colors in kaleidoscopic fashion to form floating
formations on the surface of the water.

A description of each

of the compositions in relation to the thematic content,
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accompaniment, the number of swimmers, the land movements
used, the entry into the water, the successive movement
sequences, the lighting, the costumes, and the properties
will be presented in this chapter.

The poetry used as a

transitional device to unify the compositions comprising
the suite will precede the description of each composition.
It is the investigators belief that anyone utilizing the
present study will possess a knowledge of the terms used to
describe the movement patterns.

The explanation of the terms,

therefore, will be included in the Appendix.
"Whiteu

''White," by Sunni Phillips, was selected as the
poem to be used to introduce the aquatic art composition
entitled "White."

The text of the poem follows:

The stage is serene, peace prevails,
Stars grow bright as night unveils,
The toils of sunlight fade and dim,
Darkness reigns for an interim.
The black solitude transforms into white
As seraphim disrobe; a wondrous sight
Of falling snow, the beautiful snow,
Filling the sky and the earth below.

Beautiful snow from heaven above,
Pure as the angel, gentle as love,
Brilliant as moonbeams, reflecting their glow,
Happiness is the falling snow.
This particular poem was selected by the investigator because
it heightened the mood of the composition.

Also, the poem

contained key words and phrases such as, "serene," "peace,"
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"falling snow," "pure, 0 and

0

gentle," which. coincide with

tne ideas of the choreograph.er for the choreography of the
aquatic composition.

The. poem.

1...ead

in its entire.ty off-

stage, was followed immediately by tb.e performance of the
aquatic art composition.
Thematically, white referred to the concepts of
purity and innocence particularly in connection with the
phrase, "whiter than snow."

'rne

qualities of movement were

light and airy in character as representative of falling

snow.
The choreography was executed by the swimmers to
1
taped orchestral accompaniment written in 4/4 meter.
The

music, which was soft and lyrical, created a hushed atmosphere suob as that before a first snow fall.

The tempo and

rhythm remained the same throughout the entire musical arrangement witb little variation in the major theme.
The. composition was choreographed by the investigator
for eight swimmers of intermediate skills.

The land movements

consisted of simple arm movements while seated on the deck of
the pool.

The. hands were moved in a circular praying motion

toward the chest followed by a vertical extension of the arms

above the head.
ethereal.

The quality of the movements was light and

These movements we.re executed simultaneously by

1Felix Slatkin, "Our Wint:er Love," Our Winter Love
(Liberty, LST~7287).
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the eight swimmers.

The unusual arm movements, characteristic

of the theme, were also utilized in the stroking in order to
set the mood for the composition.
The costumes selected for use in the composition en~
titled "White" were white bathing suits and caps.

The white

suits were ornamented with a ruffle of white net at the top
of the suit and a row of silver sequins attached in icicle
fashion under the bust line of the suits.

No other ornamen-

tation was used in order that the simplicity of the composition might be heightened.
The actual movement sequences for this composition
were performed in parallel lines which interchanged periodically to vary the pattern of moveme·n t in the water.

All of

the movements of the swimmers were performed in unison.
The lighting effects in the composition entitled

"White" were. designed to emphasize the purity of the color
white and, at the same time, to maintain a mood of stillness.
In addition to the normal underwater lighting the investigator
selected five spot lights to be used during the composition.
The two 500 watt spot lights were equipped with Nile blue
gelatins, while tne three 1000 watt spot lights were equipped
with turquoise gelatins.

The combination of the two hues of

blue produced a frosted effect which was in keeping with the.
mood and thematic content of the composition.

The investi-

gator felt that properties were not necessary in the presentation of this composition.
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Following is an a..-ialysis of the aquatic art compo-

sition entitled "White" according to the measures of music
and the stunts performed throughout the composition.

To

facilitate the reader's understanding of the five. aquatic
art c0tnpositions, the investigator presents with each analysis,
a diagram designating the starting positions of the swimmers
Division of the pool into areas.

Diagram:
Up

Left

Up Ce.n te.r

Up Right

Shallow End

De.cp End

Audience

Down Right

Down Center

Down Right

Audie.nee

______

---

...,.._
Abbreviation
of Terms
R - right
L - left
C

... center

F

- forward
- backward

B

s
Analysis

- sideward

~

"White''

Beginning Formation:

~Audienoe

Audience
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Music:

"Our Winter Love"

Meter:

4/4

Number of Swimmers:

eight

Starting Position:

Two swimmers are seated in each corner of
the pool with the legs crossed at the ankles. The
left hand is on the left thigh. while the. right hand
supports the weight of the body.

Measures

Description

l

From starting position bring hands to praying
position at the cheat

2

Extend hands and arms above th.e. head and return

3,4
5

6

7,13

14,15
16

17,18
19-22
23
24-26
27 ,28

29,30
31-34
35,36
37,38

39,40
41
42

43-47
48

to position behind the hips
Slide into the pool feet first and remain submerged
Skull up into a R ballet leg from submerged
position
Drop leg to sailboat position and then to a
back layout position
Lift both hands to praying position at chest,
extend vertically above head and split into
a backstroke; stroking alternates Rand L
into 2 parallel lines aoross pool C
Kip
Surface in baok layout position
2 backstrokes preceded by two hand splashes
Eiffel Towe.r
Sunburst opening toward audience down C
Water wheel turning R to face down O
Swordfish to back somersault surfacing in a
Ballet Leg, Spearfish Position
Tub and flutter kick; l/4 turn in tub position
so lines aJ."e facing away from one another;
flutter kick and extend legs in back layout
4 backstrokes moving toward pool O so lines
interchange
Tub and turn so that both lines face shallOWtl
end; extend legs
Plank
Plank
Oyster
Surface in 2 parallel lines in a ba.ok layout
position
Figure-Eight Back Dolphins with. lines inter;..
changing positions
Back Dolphin and remain submerged
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"Gold"
"Gold" by Nelson Riddle was selected as the poem to
be used to introduce the aquatic art composition entitled
"Gold."

This poem, chosen for its contribution to the mood

of the composition follows:
Gold is for the greedy • • •
And I accept the challenge
Of the name you call in me.
My gold only reflects

The warmth of mother yellow.
Its smile is cold
Metallic
And unyielding.

I spend my life digging
Till I catch the reflected glint
of gold in the rocks • • •
I hold that glint
In both my eyes
For my full life • • •
To burn through into my brain.
This I know to be my barter color
To everything but happiness.
Mine is a mining life for gold
Though gold be for the greedy.
The entire poem was read off-stage and was followed immediately
by the performance of the aquatic art composition.

The aquatic art composition entitled "Gold" was choreographed for a solo performer.

The thematic content of the

composition was based upon the selected aspects of color symbolism of the color gold.

Among the sensations associated with

the color gold were descriptive adjectives such as "greedy,"

,.materialistic," and "grasping."

In choreographing this
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composition the investigator utilized strong, virile, movements to emphasize. the depth a.nd feeling of such adjectives.
The choreography was expected by the soloist to taped
1
orchestral accompaniment written in 4/4 meter.
The opening
phrases of the music were dynamic and almost primitive in
nature with the beats strongly accented in syncopated rhythms.

This frenzied pace was alte.red abruptly by the introduction
of fourteen measures of lyrical melody in a smooth, even
flowing tempo.

The musical accompaniment was selected by

the investigator for its contribution to the strong and dynamic mood of the composition.
The costuming for the composition entitled "Gold"
consisted of a gold bathing esp and a gold sequin bathing
suit; as further enhancement of the mood of the composition
the swimmer's entire body was covered with gold paint.

Equal

proportions of gold paint and cold cream were combined in
order to facilitate the removal of the paint after the composition had been performed.
In addition to the normal unde1"water lighting the

investigator selected a combination of yellow and amber lights

to be used for "Gold".

The investigator used the amber gela-

tins in the three 1000 watt spot lights to create an illusion
of warm.th.

Yellow gelatins were used in the two 500 watt spot

lights to emphasize the more brazen qualities of the color gold.
1 John Barry, ''The Dea.th of Goldfinger, 0 GoldfingerOriginal Motion Picture Sound Track (United Artists, UAS 5117).
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The properties for the composition ''Gold" consisted
of a large three-legged. pot of gold.

The pot was designed

by the investigator and was constructed of black papier mache'
filled with gold foil by the Maintenance Department of the
Texas Woman's University, in Denton, Texas.

The prop measured

three feet in height and four feet in width.

It was placed

in the upper left hand corner of the pool deck near the performer's point of entry into the water.

A

drawing illustrating

the actual construction of the pot of gold is included in the
Appendix.
Movement sequences for "Gold" were based upon strong,
percussive arm motions and stunts combining thrusts and
spirals.

It opened with the soloist on the pool deck exe-

cuting a step kick to the side with the arms reaching upward
and the fists clenched.

The extended leg then took the weight

of the body as the performer stepped forward in another lift
upward with the free leg pulled toward the chest in a bent
knee position.

Following each lift was a contraction of the

torso with the arms pulling in toward the chest.

Dropping to

a crouched position on the deck the swimmer performed a slow
turn with the arms crossed at the chest and the fists clenched.
The performer executed another change of level by rising on
the half toe with the arms extended above the head.

The

reaching and grasping movements symbolic of the desire for
wealth were also utilized in the movement sequences in the
water.
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Upon entering the water head fi.r st, the soloist

executed a series of inverted vertical spins with the bead
submerged and the feet above the water.

Following is an

analysis of the aquatic art composition entitled "Gold"
according to the measures of music and the stunts performed
throughout the composition.
pot of gold

X
Beginning Formation:

Music:

"The Dea.th of Goldfinger"

Meter:

4/4

Number of Swimmers:

one

Starting Position: The. soloist is located up left facing
the shallow end of tne pool with the he.ad bowed.
Mea·s ures

l
2

Description

Step Rand kick L with arms extended above
head and fists clenched
Step Land draw arms to chest with. fingers
e~-tended and spread

3
4
5

6

7
8

Step Land lift R knee; arms extended outward
and fingers spread
Repeat measure 2
Drop to crouched position; R leg extended B
bead bowed
Lift head and extend arms above head
Turn R with L leg extended sideward
Step Land lift arms above head with fingers
extended and spread
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Measures

Description

Front Dive

9

10-13
14
15,16
17-20

Vertical Spins
Surface in a back layout
Back Dolphin Split Position
Tarpon

21,22
23,24

Heron Spin

Barracuda Spin

Spearfish Eiffel Tower

25r-27
28

29-31

Submerge
3 Double. arm backstrokes toward shallow end
of pool; Fists clenched and inner arm toward

32,33
34,35
36-39

Marlin Turn
Barracuda Spin to a Crane
Repeat stroking in measures 29-31

40-42

l.J'alk-Twist-Swi tch.

43

2 Front arm crawl with clenched fist
Pop Over

body

44

.

"Pink"
"Daphne 0 by Edna. St. Vincent Millay was selected as
the poem to be. used to introduce the aquatic art composition
entitled upink."

Tl\is poem, chosen for its quality of fri-

volity reads:

Why do you follow me?
Any moment I oan be
Nothing but a laurel-tree.

moment of the chase
I can leave you in my place
A pink bough for your embrace.
Any

Yet if over hill and hollow
Still it is your will to follow,
I am off; to hell, Apollo!
The poem was read off-stage to establish the mood for the
aquatic composition which followed.
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The theme of "Pink," based upon the selected aspects

of the color pink portrayed, through the idiom of aquatic
art, the qualities epitomized by such terms as "coy,tt "frivolous,'' and

0

feline."

The investigator selected the panther

as the visual mea..is of personifying these qualities because
of the publicity p1"ovided by the movie Pink Panther and the

currently popular music of the same name.

The quality of

motion for the composition was distinctly feline and relied
heavily upon exaggerated arm and facial movements to emphasize
the coy and frivolous sensations.
The choreography was e,,ecuted to taped orchestral

accompaniment written in 4/4 me.ter. 1

The musical content

combined varied sound effects in contemporary style utilizing
the drum, piano and cymbal.
The investigator selected costumes which represented
th.e image of a "pink panther" in order to portray the quality

of felinity.

The swimmers were. dressed in shocking pink long-

sleeved leotards and tights.

A cotton tail of a matching

color stuffed with nylon hosiery was attached to the back of
each leotard four inches below the waist.

A six-ounce fishing

sinker was placed in the end of each tail to prevent the tail
from floating to the surface of the water and hampering the
movements of the swimmers.

The caps were also constructed of

1aenry Mancini, "The Pink Panther Theme,f' T.he, ~
Panther (RCA Victor, LSP-2795).
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matching pink material.
cap.

Small ears were attached to each

The inside of each cap was lined with pipe cleaners to

give additional support.
In addition to the normal underwater lighting the
investigator selected a combination of pale pink and magenta
gelatins to be used in the five spot lights utilized to light '
"Pink".

The pale pink gelatins were used in the weaker 500

watt spot lights while the magenta gelatins were used in the.
three 1000 watt spot lights.

the basic pink color.

a blue hue.

The pale gelatins brought out

The additional magenta gelatins added

The combination of the two tones produced a

shocking pink color ·which re-emphasized the bright pink color

of the costumes.
The props for the composition entitled "Pink'' consisted

'
of a pink panther ten feet tall constructed of papi.e r mache.
"Pink" opened with a series of exaggerated cat-like
movements performed on the pool deck in two diagonal lines.
Throughout the land movements the hands were held in a manner
resembling the paws of a cat.

The swimmers entered the water

in a crouched position with the hands held in paw fashion.
Following is an analysis of the aquatic art composition en-

titled "Pink" according to the measures of the music and the
movements perfo1-ined throughout the composition.
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Prop
Anal2eis

~

)(

"Pink"

Beginning Formation:

Audience
Audiet1ce

Music:

''The Pink Panther Theme:

t-1:e ter:

4/4

Number of Swimmers:

four

Starting Position: The swinwe.rs stand up center in two diagonal lines faoini the shallow end of the pool. •?he
left bend is held 1.n p,ii;W fashion while the right band
supports the tail.

Measures
l
2

3
4
5
6

1

Description
Drop tail and execute a qt1tn"'ter turn in bent
knee position to face audience. down center
Lift L leg o.nd L h,1nd in circular motion;

bounce three times
Repeat measure 2
Rise on ball of L foot, then R; repeat
Step Rand extend L leg to L with focus over~
shoulder; slide L leg to front and move focus
to down center; h.anda held in pow f asb:ton

Step R, kiok L; Ste.p L, kick R; t~Gpeat

Step Land extend R leg to R with foou.s over L

shoulder; slide R leg to front and change focus.

a

to down center

Step R., kick L, step L; Repeat two times; arms

ex.tended to the side w:i.tb. elbows flexed; turn
in crouahed position• hands in pa\it posltion

9

10

Move down center on the belle of tbe feet
twisting the torso from L to R; arm.sat sides
with f'ingers spread and pointing outward
land 3 swimmers hep a and extend L leg to L;
awinmers 2 and 4 hop Land extend R leg to R;

swimmers l and 2 face each other and swimme1"'s
3 and 4 face ea.oh other; the inside arm is on.
hip while outside .arm moves in a circular
motion toward audience with wrist flexed
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ll,12

Enter water in crouched position; hands in
paw position; swimro.ers l and 3 enter first,
then 2 and 4

Down Center
13,14

15-17
18,19
20-23
24-27
28, 29
30-33

Surface with arms extended above. h.ead; Palm
of hands turned outward
3 breast strokes, hands in paw position
Goose; Back-tuck Somersault, I<.ip-Split
Torpedo Skull dovm left
Shooting Star
2 Log Rolls turning toward the audience down 0
4 Bent arm back crawl moving toward the shallow
end

34

35

36-37

Flower Pot; move into 2 parallel lines facing
the shallow end
Look, R,L,R, wink toward audience down O
With R hand snap fingers 4 times and extend R
arm.

38,39
40,41

42-44

With L hand snap fingers four times, extend
arm, splash and submerge
Water Wheel; swimmers face one another in
back layout position
Tub in Spearfish Position, turn
Swimmers 3 and 4 submerge while swimmers one
and two execute a Kip Split; swimmers 3 and 4
execute a Flying Front Porpoise through the
legs of land 2
"Black"
"Black," the fourth composition in the suite, used as

an introductory device a poem by Viator Young entitled "Black."
The text of the poem follows:
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Black is the bottomless
The fog I cannot lift
But I can pierce
With sharp awareness.
This is the night I cannot end.
Yet, I can find a new beginning
In another place
Another day.

I wander at night
And my though.ts are black,
Til thoughts of deeds
Bring reflection and rest.
Then
I fear not black
For I know no fear
Where doubt has found no door.
I have no doubt.
I fear no bottomless thing
When I can find the top.
Black is my friend
Though it be bottomless.
The poem was read off-stage to establish the mood for the
aquatic composition which followed.
The aquatic art composition "Black." choreographed
for a group of five swimmers, projected such sensations as the

fear of death and the forces of light in conflict with those
of darkness.

Thematically, the movement sequences of "Black"

we.re expressive of an intensified feeling of aloofness and
somberness and/or reaching out into empty space.

0

Blaok was

not intended to represent darkness only but also to communi-

cate the sensation that "no man is an islandtt and that in each
and every life there is a superior being greater than man who

guides one's destiny.
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The choreogz•aphy was executed to taped piano ac- companiment written in 4/4 meter. 1 The orchestral aecompani~

ment and the style of cascading arpeggios and full, rich
chords combined to create a mood of pensiveness bordering on
reverence.
The costuming for ''Blaok" consisted of black long ...

sleeved leotards arid tights and black bathing caps.

It was

the intent of the investigator to emphasize th.e movements of
the swimmers through simplicity in costuming.

The lighting utilized in this composition depended
entirely upon the five spot lights.

The underwater lights

were not used in "Black'' in order to increase the sensation

of darkness.

The soloist was followed by a white 1000 watt

spot light throughout her performance.

The movements of the

remaining four swimmers were lighted by three 500 watt spot
lights and one 1000 watt spotlight.

Forest green gelatins

were used in eacn of the four spot lights mentioned above.
No properties were used in the presentation of this composition.
The movement sequences for the composition were

choreographed by the investigator for four swimmers who were
re.presentative of the trials and tribulations of the wo11tld

and for a soloist who depicted an individual beset by the
problems of life.

"Black" commenced with the soloist

1aoger Williams, "You'll Never Walk Alone," Summer
Wind (Kapp, KS-3434).
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performing on the pool deck a aeries of hip thrusts and sways combined with arm extensions reaching outt;1ard.

The.

soloist entered the water by diving into the water with the
arms extended above the head.

Throughout the solo performance

the four swimmers representing life were submerged in the four
corners of the pool where they could not be seen by the audience.

After the solo sequence depicting the individual seeking

to find his place in life, the swimmers representative of life
approached the soloist with a series of strokes combining the
front and baok crawl.

The reaching motion was maintained

throughout the stroking while moving toward and away from the
soloist.

This isolation of movement in relation to the. soloist

was designed to be representative ~f the life of the individual
buffeted by trials and tribulations.

The. four swimmers sub-

merge leaving the individual alone but secure in the knowledge
that hope lies in the existence of a Divine Being~

Following is an analysis of the aquatic art composition
entitled "Black" according to the measures of the music and the
movements performed throughout the composition.

To facilitate

the choreographic description an analysis of the soloist's
performance is presented in its entirety, followed by an explanation of the movements of the group.
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Analysis .2f ttBlacktt

>(
Beginning Formation:

>(
Music:

"You'll Never Walk Alone"

Meter:

4/4

Number of Swimmers:

five

Starting Position: The solo swimmer is standing in an erect
position up center. The four swimmers representative
of life are submerged in the four corners of the pool,
respectively.
Measures
1,2
3
4
5
6
7

8-ll

12-15
16-18
19-21
22,23
24, 25
26-29
30

31-34
35,36
37-40

41

Description of Solo Movements
Weight on R foot with L leg extended behind
body; arms at side head bowed
Kneel
Hip thrust with arms reaching upward; focus
toward ceiling
Sway
Stand; arms stretched upward

Head first entry into water with arms extended
over head
Four front crawl strokes t'eaohing upward; bend

elbow toward water and repeat reaching motion
Hurricane
Foot First Dolphin Half-Twist
Torpedo Skull
Back flutter kick with arms reaching outward
and toward the chest
Swirl to face audience and reach upward with

R hand

Swirl and
th.e other
Spearfish.
Bent Knee
Catalina

reach toward each corner, lighting
swimmers one by one
Ballet Leg position and turn; tub
Kip, alternating legs

Marlin Turn
4 Log Rolls
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Description of Solo Performance
42-44
45-47
48
49,50

Wate.rwheel

Sputnik
Swirl and reach. upward down center
Bring other arm over head so both arms are
reaching upward; submerge

Measures

Description of Group Performance
Tub and turn one by one when pulled in by
soloist
Back flutter kick with arms reaching outward
end toward the chest; roll on to stomach and

26-29

30-33

reach forward toward solo performer; repeat
34
35

36,37
38-40

41

Partial Back Tuck Somersault to a. Front Layout
Shark; reach forward toward soloist
Heron Spin
Back flutter kick. moving away from soloist;
arms reaching outward and th.en toward the chest
Barracuda; return to original corner swimming
underwater
"Kaleidoscope"
"The Ghetto" by Lola Ridge was selected as the poem

to be used to introduce the aquatic art composition entitled
"Kaleidoscope."

The text of the poem follows:

Lights go out • • •
And colors rush together
Fusing and floating away.
Pale worn gold like the setting
of old jewels,
Mauve, exquisite, tremulous, and
luminous purples,
And burning spirea in aureoles
of liiht
. Like shimmering auras in the night.
'rhis particular poem was selected by the investigator for its

contribution to the mood and thematic content of the composition.
The poem also contained such key words and phrases such as
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"fusing," "floating," "auras," and "aureolesn which coincided
with the ideas of the choreographer for the choreography of
the aquatic composition.

The poem, read in its entirety off-

stage, was followed immediately by the performance of the
aquatic art composition.

Th.e term kaleidoscope is defined by the Columbia
Collegiate Encyclopedia as

n •••

anything that constantly

changes, as in color and pattern. 01

In keeping with this

definition the composition entitled "Kaleidoscope" was choreographed to portray changing color patterns on the surface of
the water.

The composition consisted entirely of floating

formations in which the swiw.mers altered the patterns through

changes in direction, changes in position, and by opening and
closing the arms and legs.
The choreography was executed by ten swimmers to taped
2
orchestral accompaniment written in 4/4 meter.
The lyrical
quality of the music was intensified by the use of a large

string section in the orchestration.

The flowing melody

allowed the transition from one pattern to another to be accomplished smoothly and effortlessly.
1!!:!!, Columbia Collegiate Encyolopedi~, 2n~ ed.,
(Mo1·ni11gside Heights, New 'York:
1950), p. 425.

Columbia Un1.vers1t)1 Press,

2Montovani, "Over the Rainbow," Montovani Film Encores,
Vol. l (London, PS 124).
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The costuming for "Kaleidoscope." consisted of white
bathing caps and brightly colored bathing suits---red, white,
blue, turquoise, green, orange, yellow, aqua, and pink.

Be-

cause of the many strong colors careful consideration was
necessary in the development of the choreography in order to
eliminate color conflicts within the various formations.
The lighting effects for the composition entitled
"Kaleidoscope" consisted of the normal underwater lighting,
two 500 watt spot lights, three 1000 watt spot lights and
two color wheels.

The two 500 watt spot lights were equipped

with yellow gelatins to develop a bright background color.

Red, green, and blue gelatins were used in the three 1000
watt spot lights to produce a variation of colors.

Each

color wheel consisted of a large circular frame oontai.ning

five. gelatins---yellow, red• blue, green and amber, which
rotated by means of a small auxiliary motor.

With each move-

ment of the frame a different color was projected.

The two

color wheels were used on the walls and ceiling of the build:i.ng
to heighten the effect of constantly changing color patterns.
'l'he composition "Kaleidoscopet: was unique in that the
movement sequences consisted entirely of floating patterns
executed on the surface of the water.

The patterns were per-

formed from two basic formations, the circle and the line.
Variations of these two patterns were created through changes
in direction, changes in position and by opening and closing
the arms and legs.
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Following is an analysis of the aqua.tic art composition entitled "Kaleidoscope" according to the measures of
the music and the movement sequences performed throughout
the composition.

Since the movement consists entirely of

floating formations the diagrams of the patterns will be
included in the description of this composition.
Analysis of "Kaleidoscope"

Beginning Formation:

Music:

"Over the Rainbow"

Meter:

4/4

Number of Swimmers:
Color Symbols
R - red
W - white

B - blue
T - turquoise
A - aqua

Y - yellow

ten
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0 - orange
G -

green

P - pink
Starting Position: The. inner circle of swimmers have legs
together and feet toward the center of the circle.
The outer circle of swimmers have their legs in a
wide-stride position with their ankles being supported by the members of the inner circle. The
arms of the swimmers in th~ outer circle a.re extended at shoulder height.
Measures

Description

5-6

Close legs and skull in to form one large
circle

7-10

Entire circle skulls in circle formation to R
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Measures

Description

11,12

Every other swimmer tubs and turns with heads
toward the center of the circle beginning withh
the swimmer in the W suit up center

13,14

The swimmers in a back layout position tub,
while the swimmers previously in a tub extend
to a back layout position
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Measures
15

Description
The outer circle extends legs into a widestride
position; the inner circle spreads their legs
to a wide-stride position so that their feet
a.re touching the foot of the swimmer on eith.er
side
S
R

.

~~---r
~A~

o~r( ~~Y

'(
J)

16,17

The inner circle closes legs and skull feet
first toward outside of circle where they support the ankles of the swimmers in the outer
circle with their han.ds; open legs to a widestride position
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Measures
18-21

Description
Tub and move into straight line starting at
the shallow end; every other sv1immer has back
of head toward audience dcrwn center; straighten

into back lay out position

G

T

A

0

22,23

Open into an accordian; swimmers in the middle
of the line open arms and legs slowly; movement
continues toward the ends of the line until the
entire line is open
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Measures
24,25

Description

Close.; movement starts at each end simultaneously with a closing of the arms and
le.gs; continues toward the middle until
the entire tine is closed

T

A

0

26-28

Form a circle; swimmers with heads toward
the audience down center open their legs to
a wide-stride position; swimmers with their
faet toward audience down center open arms;
the two ends connect to form a circle
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Measures
29-32

Description
The two end swimmers break the conne.ction and
repeat the. whole process .in reverse; swimmers
t.rho formerly opened their legs now close them.

and open arms; swimmers who formerly opened
arms, now close them and open legs; form
another cirole and connect the two ends

33

Swimmers with feet toward the center of the
circle tub; swimmers with heads toward center
of circle remain in baok layout position
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Summary
In the development of the present study the investigator choreographed a suite of five aquatic art compositions
based upon selected aspects of color symbolism.

The titles

of the aquatic compositions were, respectively, "White,"
"Gold," "Pink," "Black," and "Kaleidoscope.'t

The entire suite

was named Color Kaleidoscope.
The costumes worn for the presentation .o f Color !S!leidoscope were different for each of the five compositions.
The lighting employed for each composition was basic and
consisted of two 500 watt spot lights and three 1000 watt
spot lights in addition to the original underwater pool
lighting.
Selected aspects of color symbolism of the color
white served as the thematic material upon which the first
aquatic art composition of the suite was based.

The associ-

ated qualities of white were "purity" and "innocence" particularly in connection with the phrase, "whiter than snow."

A

poem entitled ''White" written by Sunni Phillips, was read offstage and was used to introduce the composition.

This aquatic

art composition was choreographed for eight swimmers and was
performed to taped orchestral accompaniment written in 4/4
meter.

The quality of the movements was light and ethereal.

The actual movement sequences for this composition were
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perf orme.d in parallel lines which interchartged periodically

to vary the pattern of movement in the water.
The costumes selected for use in the composition entitled "White" were white bathing suits and caps.

The white

suits were ornamented with. a ruffle of white net at the top

of the suit and a row of silver sequins attached in icicle

fashion under the bust line of the suit.

The lighting effects

for the composition consisted of two Nile blue gelatins and
three turquoise gelatins in addition to the normal underwater
lighting.
The second composition, entitled "Gold" was choreographed
for a solo performer and was based upon the selected aspects of
color symbolism of the color gold.

Among the sensations associ-

ated with the color gold were descriptive adjectives such as

"greedy," "materialistic," and "grasping."

This composition

was introduced by the poem "Gold" by Nelson Riddle.

The poem,

read off-stage, was followed immediately by the performance of
"Gold" to taped orchestral accompaniment written in 4/4 meter.
1 n choreographing this composition the investigator utilized

strong, virile movements which combined. thrusts and spirals to
emphasize the depth and feeling of the selected adjectives.

Th.e costuming for the composition entitled "Gold 0 consisted of a gold sequin bathing suit; as further enhancement

of the composition the swimmer's entire body was covered with
gold paint.

The lighting for "Gold" consisted of two yellow
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gelatins and three amber gelatins in addition to the normal
underwater lighting.

A

property consisting of a three-legged

pot of gold made of black papier mache' and filled with gold
foil, was designed by the investigator and constructed by the
Maintenance Department of the Texas Woman's University, for
use in this composition.
"Pink", the third aquatic composition, was based upon
selected aspects of color symbolism of the color pink.

Among

the sensations associated with the color pink were descriptive.
adjectives such as "coy," "frivolous," and "feline.u

This

composition, which was choreographed for four swimmers, was
introduced by a poem written by Edna St. Vincent Millay and
entitled "Daphne."

The poem, read off-stage, was followed

immediately by the performance of "Pink" to taped orchestral
accompaniment written in 4/4 meter.

In choreographing this

composition the investigator relied heavily upon cat-like
movements combined with exaggerated arm and facial movements.
Because of the publicity provided by the movie Pink Panther
and the currently popular music _of the same name a pink panther
was selected by the investigator as the visual means of personi-

fying these qualities.
The investigator selected costumes which represented
the image of a panther in order to portray the quality of
felinity.

The four swimmers were dressed in shocking pink

long-sleeved leotards and tights.

A cotton tail of a matohing
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color stuffed with nylor1 hosiery and a cap with small ears
also of a matching color completed each outfit. , In addition

to the normal underwater lighting the investigator selected a
combination of pale pink and magenta gelatins to be used in
the five spot lights utilimed to light "Pink. 0

The thematic

content of the composition was further enhanced by the use of
a prop designed to resemble a large pink panther.

The property

was designed by a student of the Texas Woman's University and
was constructed by the members of the investigator's Prop
Committee.
The composition entitled "Black" was based upon selected

aspects of color symbolism of the color black.

Among the sen-

sations associated with the color black were descriptive phrases
such as "the fear of death" and "the forces of light in conflict
with those of darkness."

This composition was introduced by· a

poem written by Victor Young and entitled "Black."

The poem,

read off-stage, was followed immediately by the performance
of "Black" to taped orchestral acco~paniment written in 4/4
meter.

This aquatic art composition was choreographed for

five swimmers, four swimmers representing the trials and tribulations of life, and a solo part depicting an individual's

journey through life.

The oomposition started with a s~lo by

the swimmer representing the individual's journey through life,
which included deck movements in tb.e dance idiom and aquatic
stunts such as the Hurricane and the Catalina.

The second
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phase of the composition incorporated various stroking · and
stunts executed by the four swimmers portraying the trials of
life.
The costuming for "Black!' consisted of black longsleeved leotards and tights and black bathing caps.

The

lighting effects consisted of a white spot light which
followed the soloist and four green spotlights which followed
each of the remaining four swimmers.
The fifth composition, entitled ttKaleidoscope" was
choreographed for ten swimmers to portray constantly changing
color patterns on the surface of the water.

The composition

consisted entirely of floating formations in which the swimmers
altered the patterns through changes in direction, changes in
position, and by opening and closing the arms and legs.

"Ka-

leidoscope" was introduced by a poem written by Lola Ridge
entitled "The Ghetto."

The poem, read off-stage, was followed

immediately by the performance of "Kaleidoscope" to taped
orchestral accompaniment written in 4/4 meter.
The costumes for this composition consisted of white
bathing caps and brightly colored suits---red, white, blue,
turquoise, green, orange, yellow, aqua, and pink.

The lighting

effects for "Kaleidoscope" cont:dsted of the normal underwater

lighting, two 500 watt spot lights equipped with yellow gela ..
tins, three 1000 watt spot lights equipped with red, green
and blue gelatins, and two color wheels.

The color wheels
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consisted of a large circular frame containing five ge.la ...
tins---yellow, red, blue, green and amber, which rotated by
means of a small auxiliary motor.
The following chapter will include a sU11u11ary of the

investigation and recommendations for further studies.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
St.lllUnary

A

creative thesis in the aquatic art idiom was se-

lected for presentation in partial fulfillment for the
requii. . ements of a Mastel"' of Arts degree at the Texas Woman's

University, in Denton, Texas, because of the investigator's
interest in this art form.

The investigator's background and

experience in aquatic art enabled her to select a problem
which permitted the study of creativity, the nature of color

and color symbolism with research in aquatic art.

It was the

choice of the investigator to base the suite upon selected
aspects of color symbolism. and to entitle the entire presen-

tation Color Kaleidoscope.
As an introduction to the present study, the investi,..
gator included a brief over-view of the nature of creativity
as a whole as well as a short exposition with respect to the

relation of creativity to aquatic art.

Creativity has been

defined as a process by which individuals produce ideas or

products which are new or novel and previously unknown to the
producer.

In the United States of America, creativity has

received neither the proper attention nor the emphasis it deserves, either in research or in actual practice.
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The creative process consists of an e>-.--ploration and

investigation of known or familiar elements and a reorganization of these elements in a unique and individual way.

The

climate in which the individual is most creative is one in
which external evaluation is absent.

Such a climate permits

the individual complete freedom of symbolic expression.

It is

essential to t·emember that the creative process is completed

only when the creative product is produced and is evolved out
of the. experience. of the creator and not something he 1~eceives

second hand.

Creativity could be a trait of the majority whereas
now it is a trait of only the minority.

Creativity give.a

each human being the power of producing various kinds of new

products outside of his physical self.

It is a function of

educators, a creative function, to open the mind of each
\

student to self-1·evelation and then to help the students to
relate these new imaginative elements to the accepted concepts
of the world.

In this creative project, the investigator chose to
choreograph a suite of aquatic art compositions based upon
the physical nature of selected oolors and their associated

symbolism.

It was necessary to teach the compositions to a

group of students selected from the Synchronized Swimming
Group of the Texas Woman's University, :i.t1. Denton, Texas, during

the academic year of 1965-1966, and to present the suite of
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aquatic art compositions in a public performance in conjunction with the formal concert program of the Te:ras Woman's

University Synchronized Swimming Group.
The limita.tions fol" the present creative study constituted selected materials applicable to the physical nature of
color, to associated symbolism and to the subjective interpretation of color sensations which, in the opinion of the investigator, would be most effective for adaptation to the
idiom. of aquatic art; aquatic art compositions created wholly
by the investigator in keeping with the levels of skill of

the student participants; a suite of aquatic art compositions
approximately twenty minutes in length with respect to presentation; and costumes and decor designed with reference to the
budget that was available to the Synchronized Swimming Group
of the Texas Woman's University for such purposes.
In the development of this study the investigator
choreographed a suite of aquatic art compositions portraying
the selected aspects of color characteristics and associated
sensations of the achromatic color, black; the pure color,
white; a11.d the. spectrum variations of pink and gold.

Th.e

fifth composition in the suite was choreographed to portray
constantly changing color patterns on the surface of the water

in a kaleidoscopic effect.
The Synchronized Swimming Group of the Texas Woman's
University during the spring semester of the academic year of
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1965 comprised twelve. students.

Background materials and

ideas essential to the students' awareness and understanding
of the thematic content of each composition was presented to

the students, and techniques which would prepare the students
for the technical and rhythmical skills of the movement patterns
designed for the aquatic art compositions were taught.

Ba.sic

movement patterns were then assembled into the entire suite of
original aquatic art compositions.

The investigator de.signed

and supervised the execution of the costumes and properties as
well as suggesting possible lighting effects that would further
enhance the production aspects for public presentation.

The

final purpose of the study was the presentation of the suite
of original aquatic art compositions in two public performances,.
Both documentary and hum.an · sources of data were uti-

lized in the development of this study.

The documentary sources

were theses, dissertations and research reports related directly
to creativity and the nature of color and color symbolism .

Books, periodicals and films relating to various aspects of
the problem were also employed.

Human sources of data. included

members of the investigator's Thesis Committee in addition to
faculty me.mbe:r:·s in the College of Health, Physical Education

and Reoreation of the Te~'<as Woman• s University, in Denton,
\

Texas.

Selected au·thorities in the field of aquatic art a11d

the. twelve selected members of the Synchronized Swimming Group

served also as human sources of data.

A review of previous
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studies disclosed that the present investigation did not
duplicate any other report described in the literature.
Color is not a. substance inherent in the makeup of

the object but is derived from sunrays absorbed from the sun.
Color is light and energy and the human brain responds to
colors whenever it perceives them.

This perception of color

is not a fixed and rigid thing; it varies greatly from one
individual to another.

It is this flexibility that enables

color to contribute so much to the beauty of our every day
lives.
Through association, a color often expresses a sensation that is completely independent of the inherent color
character.

We respond to colors wherever we see them.

Th:us

color experiences accumulate to make strong preferences and
prejudices.

And, because each of us retains different

memories connected with certain colors we find ourselves disagreeing about them in clothing, in our living quarters, and

in works of art.
After the investigator studied the nature and symbolism
of color,· she selected the achromatic color, black; the pure
color, white; and the spectrum variations of pink and gold.
She then selected specific sensations of the stated hues which,
in her opinion, were best adapted to communication through the
medium of aquatic art.
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The investigator choreographed a suite of five aquatic
art compositi.ons based upon selected aspects of color symbolism
in developing the present creative thesis.

The titles of the

-

aquatic compositions comprising the suite. entitled Color K.aleidoscope were, respectively, "White," "Gold, n ''Pink," "Blaok,"

and "Kaleidoscope."
Selected aspects of color symbolism of the color white
served as the thematic material upon which the first aquatic
art composition of the suite was based.

ties of white were

0

The associated quali-

purity" and "innocence" particularly in

con11ection with the phrase "whiter than snow.ff

A poem en-

titled "White," written by Sunni Phillips, was read off-stage

and used to introduce the composition.

This aquatic art compo-

sition was choreographed for eight swimmers and was performed
to taped orchestral accompaniment written in 4/4 meter.
quality of the movements was light and ethereal.

The

The actual

movement sequences for this composition were performed in two
parallel lines 't.,hich interchanged periodically to vary the

pattern of movement in the water.

The costumes selected for

use in the composition "White" were white. bathing suits and
caps.

Th.e white suits were ornamented with. a ruffle of white

net at the top of the suit and a row of silver sequins attached
in icicle fashion under the bust line of the. suit.

The lighting

. effects for this composition consisted of two Nile blue gelatins
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and three turquoise gelatins in addition to the normal underwater lighting.
The. second composition, entitled ttGold ., n was choreo-

graphed for a solo performer and was based upon the selected
aspects of color symbolism of the color gold.

Among the

sensations associated with this color were descriptive adjectives such as "greedy," "materialistic," and "gra.sping. 0

This composition was introduced by the poem "Gold" which was
written by Nelson Riddle.

The poem, read off-stage, was

followed immediately by the performance of "Gold" to taped
orchestral accompaniment written in 4/4 meter.

In choreo-

graphing this composition the investigator utilized strong,
virile movements combining thrusts and spirals to enhance

the depth and feeling of the thematic content.

Th.e costume

for the second aquatic composition, entitled "Gold," consisted
of a gold bathing cap and a gold sequin bathing suit; as further

enhancement of the composition the swimmerts entire body was
covered with gold paint.

The lighting for

0

Gold" consisted of

a combination of two yellow gelatins and three. amber gelatins
in addition to the normal underwater lighting.

A prop con-

sisting of a three-legged pot of gold made of black pa.pier
mache ' and filled with gold foil was designed by the investi-

gator and constructed by the Maintenance Department of the
Texas Woman's University, in Denton, Texas, for use in this
composition.
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Pink," the third aquatic composition, was based

upon selected aspects of color symbolism of the color pink~
Among the sensations associated with the color pink were
descriptive adjectives such as "coy," "frivolous,u and
"feline.."

This composition, which was choreographed for

four swimmers, was introduced by a poem written by Edna St.
Vincent Millay and entitled "Daphne."

The poem, read off-

stage, was followed immediately by the performance of

0

Pink"

to taped orchestral accompaniment written in 4/4 meter.

In

choreographing this composition the investigator relied
heavily upon cat-like movements combined with exaggerated

arm and facial movements.

Because of the publicity provided

by the movie Pink Panther and the currently popular music of

the same name whioh was the musical theme of this composition,
a pink panther was selected as the visual means of personifying these qualities.

The costumes for ''Pink" were designed

to depict the image of a panther in order to portray the
quality of felinity.

The four swimmers were dressed in shocking

pink long-sleeved leotards and tights.

A cotton tail of a

matching color and a cap with small ears also of a matching
color completed the outfit.

In addition to the normal under-

water lighting the investigator selected a combination of pale
pink and magenta gelatins to be used in the five spot lights
utilized to light "Pink."

The thematic content of the compo-

sition was further enhanced by the use of a prop designed to
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resemble a. large pink panther.

The prop was designed by a

student of the Texas Woman's University and was constructed

by the members of the investigator's Prop Committee.·

The composition entitled "Black" was based upon
selected aspects of color symbolism of the color black.

Among

the sensations associated with the color black were descriptive
phrases such as the fear of death and the. forces of light in
conflict with those of darkness.

This composition was intro-

duced by a poem written by Victor Young and entitlad

0

Black."

The poem, read off-stage, was followed immediately by the
performance of "Black" to taped orchestral accompaniment
written in 4/4 meter.

This aquatic art composition was chore-

ographed for five swimmers, four swimmers representing the
trials and tribulations of life, and the solo part depicting
the individual's journey through life.

The composition

started with a solo by the swimmer representing the individuat•s journey through life, which included deck movements
in the dance idiom and advanced aquatic stunts in the water.

The second phase of the composition incorporated various
stroking techniques and stunts which were executed by the
four swimmers portraying the trials of life.

The investi-

gator chose for the costume of "Blaok," black long-sleeved
leotards and tights and black bathing caps.

The lighting

effects for this composition consisted of a white spot light

which followed the soloist and four green spot lights which
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followed each of th.e remaining four swimmers.

No underwater

lighting was utilized in this com.position.

The fifth com.position entitled uKale.idoscope." was
choreographed for ten swimmers and depicted constantly changing
color patterns of the surface of the water.

The composition

consisted entirely of floating formations in which the swimmers
altered the patterns through changes i11 direction, changes in
position, and by opening and closing the legs and arms.

"Ka-

leidoscope" was introduced by a poem. written by Lola Ridge
and entitled "The Ghetto."

The poem, read off-stage, was

followed immediately by the performance of "Kaleidoscope" to
taped orchestral accompaniment written in 4/4 meter.

The

costuming for "Kaleidoscope" consisted of white bathing caps

and brightly colored suits---re.d, white, blue, turquoise,
green, orange, yellow, aqua, and pink.

The lighting effects

for this composition consisted of the normal underwater lighting,
two yellow spot lights, three. spot lights equipped with red,

green and blue gelatins, and two color wheels.

The color

wheels consisted of a large circular frame containing five
gelatins---yellow, red, blue, green and amber, which rotated
by means of a small auxiliary motor.

A program copy, sketches of the costumes and properties,
and diagrams of selected movement sequences for each of the.

aquatic art compositions will be found in the Appendix on
pages.

•

The poems utilized in this study may be found
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in Chapter IV prefacing each of the aquatic art movements of
the suite entitled Color Kaleidoscope.
Recommendations for Further Studies
In the course of developing the present creative

thesis, numerous possibilities for other studies were discovered.

The following are specific recommendations which

might be developed into studies in the field of aquatic art.
l.

The development of a study of the learning
progression of the stunts in aquatic art,

2.

The development of a suite of aquatic art
compositions based upon selected aspects of
color symbolism in relation to seasonal holidays.

3.

The development of a suite of aquatic art compositions based upon poetic interpretations.

4.

The development of a suite of aquatic art compositions based upon the history of Texas.

5.

The development of a suite of aquatic art compo-

sitions based entirely upon stroking variations
and floating patterns.
6.,

The development of a suite of aquatic art compositions based upon types of movements such as
thrusts, spins, spirals, and extensions.
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APPENDIX C
DRAWINGS EXPLAINING THE AQUATIC
ART MOVEMENTS CliOREOGRA:PHED
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Back Layout Position. The back and neck are straight;
the entire back surface of the body is toward the bottom of
the pool; and the arms and legs are in 1st position. Avoid
arching the back, or relaxing the abdominal and thigh muscles, as this causes the feet to sink. STRETCH! Variations
in these positions may be made by changing the head, arm or
leg position.l

1 Gundling, 2.E.· cit., p. 66..
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Basic Backward Tuck Somersault. Start in Boat position, ·
using Flat scull. Assume a tight surface tuck position
(passing through Tub position). Keeping the body tightly
tucked, stop sculling and press down and backward as far as
possible with the palms to start ~he body somersaulting.
Move the arms out to T position, forward, to the sides, and
out to T position. By this _ time the body should be approximately in a vertical tuck position. Move the arms forward
to horizontal position just below the surface and perfonn
Flat Scull while changing from a vertical tuck to Boat
position (previously described). 1

-'\::

Basic Ballet Leg. Start in Boat position, arms performing Standard Hybrid Scull . at the sides. When the body
is moving smoothly head-first in Boat position, increase
the speed and force of the scull and assume Sailboat position. Keeping the thigh vertical, straighten the bent
leg from the knee to a vertical position. The body is now
in Ballet Leg position. Keeping the thigh vertical, bend
the knee and return to Sailboat position. Straighten the
leg so that the body is in Boat position. · Do not ease up
on your sculling until you are in Boat position. 2

1 Ibid., p. 207.
2 Ibid., pp. 314-15.
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Basic Barracuda. Assume a Double Ballet Leg submerged
position by performing ~ither Oyster or Double Ballet Leg
Submarine •. Scull to rise in Double Ballet Leg position until
the head is just below the sµrface. (Sculling is also useful
to balance, support, or adjust the body prior to the thrust.)
While rising in Double Ballet·Leg position, keep the legs
vertical and squeeze the pike, especially just prior to opening
the body. Thrust to a high inverted vertical position, and submerge completely. Keep the head forward while straightening the
body.

-

~

.

i

.

-

• • gp. - v ~ - ....._----.ia. - - - -
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Basic Catalina. Start in Boat position. Assume Ballet Leg
position, (right leg vertical), ·passing through Sailboat position
. while performing Flat Scull. Execute an especially forceful inward sweep with the arms and at the same time press with the back
of the body against the water, straightening the body at the hips.
This results in thrusting the vertical leg, foot-first, to a
higher level. During this rise, slip the left arm down in preparation for its inward pull and . bend the elbow of the right arm,
bringing the hand to the waist. · Immediately perform an inward
pull into a frqnt scoop with the left arm, rolling the body to
the left and at the same time changing the trunk from a horizontal to an inverted vertical position so that the body is in
Fishtail position. Quickly extend the arms toward the foot of
the horizontal leg and scoop to an overhead position at once,
at the same time raising the left leg to the right leg so that
the body is _in an inverted vertical position. Complete submerge in this position. Arch underwate~ ~nd perform a partial
Dolphin to surf~ce the body to Boat _position~
1 Ibid., Po 433.
2Ibido, p. 4520
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Crane. Start in Boat position. Assume Sailboat first,
and next Ballet Leg position (right leg vertical). Keeping
the legs in L split position, tip backward into Fishtail po-sition. Next perform a half twist with the body in Fishtail
position. Pause a moment at the completion of the twist, and
raise the horizontal leg to the vertical one so that the body
is in an inverted vertical position. Perform a half twist in
an inverted ver.tical position~ (Twist . in the S6.me direction
as when performing the twist in FishtaiL position.) At the
finish of the twist, pause an instant, arch the body and scull
with the arms overhead to surface the body feet-first to a
back layout position.

Dolphin Figure Eight. Start a Dolphin and descend deeper
than usual. Perform a half spin as the body rises and before
the head surfaces. (Use the arms to turn· the body.) Surface
the body as in Dolphin, finishing in the opposite di~~ction
from starting position. To perform a Figure 8 Dolphin, repeat
the figure.

Ibid., pp. 4i6-417.
Ibid., p. 299.
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Basic Pike Eiffel Tower. Assume Ballet Leg position,
right leg vertical. Press toward the bottom with the palms
to raise the level of the body momentarily and inhale as the
body rises. Let the upper body sink slightly as the result
of the rise so that the face is just below the surface and
the body is on a diagonal line with the left foot at the
surface.
As the face submerges, lower the right leg across the
body to the left, rolling onto the left side so that the
right foot is at the surface. Pike the body while rolling
onto the front and close the right leg to the left, keeping
both feet at the surface, so that the body is in an inverted
pike position. When the body is ·in an inverted pike position,
straighten the arms, extending them toward the feet, and perform a Fishtail Porpoise from this point, raising the left
leg to a vertical position.

Foot First Dolphin~~ Inverted Vertical Position:
Perform Foot First Dolphin, and on the last scoop, straighten
the body while rising so that the body is in an inverted
vertical position, arms overhead. Experiment with the force
of this last scoop. Usually only a little force is required,
especially if you are buoyant, or if you wish to stop the
ascent with the water level below the knees.
Ibid., pp. 438-39.
Ibid., pp. 398-99.
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Rott .

Hurricane. To perform Hurricane, start in Boat ·p osition.
Assume Ballet Leg position, passing through Sailboat position.
Keeping the legs in L split, roll to a front layout position
as in Whirlwind. Bend the knee of the horizontal leg, piking
the body, and somersault backward finishing at the surface in
Spearfish Ballet Leg position. Without pausing perform Spearfish Eiffel Tower to _Fishtail position. Raise the horizontal ·
leg to a vertical position and at .the same time bend -the vertical leg so that the legs are in 4th position and the body is in
an inverted vertical position. Arch the body and surface to a
back layout position as in Swordfish.

_.___,

Basic Kip (Perform in deep water). Start in Boat position,
anns perforinfng Flat Scull. Assume a tight surface tuck position, keeping the feet at the surfa~e. Somersault backward to
an inverted tuck position. If the arms are overhead, slice them·
forward until they are extended toward the surface, wider than
shoulder width apart, and with the palms toward the bottom. This
adjustment in the arm position can be done. quickly and smoothly
without disturbing the balance of the body. Scoop with the arms
to an overhead position and at the same time straighten the body
to an inverted vertical position with a thrusting movement. Submerge completely head-first. Underwater, arch and perform.a
partial Dolphin to surface the body. Finish in Boat position.
Ibid. 1 pp. 482-483 •.
Ibid., p. 355.
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Log Roll. During the glide in Breaststroke, execute a
complete roll. As described for Half Log Roll, the roll may
be started from the momentum· of the kick (the legs closing too
1st position as the roll is started), or the roll may be started
after the legs are together. · The latter is more diffict.il t and
takes longer to complete. Stretch and streamline the body on
the roll. Avoid arching the body or raising the head. Learn
to perform the roll in either direction. It is also possible
to execute more than one revolution while rolling. The result
is Multiple Log Roll.l
.

Basic Marlin. (Rolling to the right.) Start in a back
layout pos1.t1.on, arms in T po_sition. (Keep arms straight and
just below the surf ace, the palms flat and the fingers to- ·
gether, the body straight, and the legs together throughout.)
Roll onto ·the·· right side, moving the right arm to 1st position
and at the same time moving the left arm to the left side so
that the body is momentarily in a side layout position on the
right. As the body rolls onto the front, ·move the left arm
from side to T position, and lower the right arm from ·lst to
T position so that the body is momentarily in a front layout ·
position, arms in T position. Move the left arm to 1st position and bring the right arm to the side as the body rolls ·
onto the left side and is momentarily in a side layout position. Move the left arm from 1st to T position, anct the
right arm from the side to T position as the body rolls onto
the back. Finish in a back layout position, arms in T position.2
1

rbid., p. 240.

2 1bid., pp. 228-29 • . ·
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Basic Oyster. Start in Boat Position (use Flat Scull until
ready to perform Oyster)o Move .·the arrils toward the bottom as
f~ as is comfor!able. Rotate the arms outward and perform a
side scoopo Du:ing the scoop, pike the body sharply so that
the legs are raised above the surface . to a vertical position
and the hands touch the legs • . Sink in this tight vertical
pike position until the body is completely submerged.1 -

I
~
- - ..,-.---w,...e•O-....~

Basic Planking. (Two personso) Start in single file
formation in a back layout position. Number 2 grasps the ankles,
or feet, of number 1 (grasp from underneath, palms facing up)o
Number 2, by bending the elbows toward the chest and straightening
the arms diagonally forward, pulls number 1 feet-first at the
surface, while submerging just below -n umber 1. At the finish of
the pull, number 2 releases number 1, and continues to glide headfirst in Boat position underneath number 1, surfacing just behind number 1. As number 2 surfaces, her legs should slide
through number l's arms which are extended overhead so that
number 1 can grasp the ankles or feet of number 2 and repeat
the movement, with number ·1 submerging.2
1

Ibido, p. 2210

2 Ibid., p. 233.

.
,
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Basic Porpoise. Start from a front layout _po~ition (this
may be assumed following several Breaststrokes). Perform a
forward pike Somersault to an inverted .pike position, piking
the body to an approximate -right angle, with thearms ·extended
toward the legs, the hands just below the surface, the palms
toward the bottom. Use a front scoop, finis.hing with the arms
overhead, while raising the legs·and ·straightening the body to
an inverted vertical position. · submerge completely head-first.
To surface, tuck the body and spring from the bottom on a forward diagonal line, straightening the body and rising to a
front layout position. Kick or stroke if necessary. 1

Shooting Star. Start in Boat Position. Assume in succession, Tub position, Flamingo Ballet Leg position, and
Double Ballet Leg position. Submerge completely in this
last position. Underwater, tuck the body and perform a
three-quarter Forward Tuck Somersault to an inverted tuck
position. From this position perform Kip, bending one knee
so that the legs are i~ 4th positio~ and su~m7rge comp;etely .•
Rise feet-first in an inverted vertical position, straightening the bent leg so that the legs are in the 1st po~ition.
As the feet surface arch the body and surface feet-first to
a back layout position as in Foot First Dolphiri.2
1 Ibid., p. 339.
2Ibid.~ p. 479-80.
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-~Spearfish Ballet ~eg. In this Ballet Leg variation, the
legs are in 6th position, the body is piked and on the back.
Start in Boat position. Raise one leg to a vertical position
and at the same time bend the knee of the other leg toward the
~hest so that the legs are in 6th position.1

s2earf{sh Eiffel Tower (Bent Knee Eiffel Tower). Assume
Spearfish Ballet Leg position (right leg vertical). Keeping
the legs in 6th position and the back rounded, use the arm
movements described for basic Pike Eiffel Tower to assume an
inverted Spearfish positiono (In this variation, only one
pull with the left arm is needed.) Perform a short scoop
with both arms while extending the left leg to a vertical
position so that the body is in Fishtail position. Finish
as Fishtail Porpoise.2

11bid., · pp. 326-27.
2 rbid. , p. 441.
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Spins with the Body in an Inverted Vertical Position
Throughout. To"'rfse feet-first in an inverted vertical
position, utilize the natural buoyancy of the body, or push
from the bottom with the·p.ands, or·scoop to an overhead
position. As the body rises, spin, using movements similar ,
to those used in executing a tw~st, but exert more pressure
downward. To spin slowly, use slower and less forceful
movements than those used to spin quickly. A quick halfspin may be perfonned using only one movement. Start with
the arms overhead in V position. Use apartial circular
push with one han4, elbow slightly bent, rotating the arm
inward on the push, while merely moving the other arm toward it, fingers pointing toward the bottom. At the finish
of the movement the arms are crossed.l

Split Kip. Perform a Kip, opening the legs to V and
closing them to 1st position before th_e feet submerge. · The
split may be performed during the thrust so that when t~e
body is straight and at its highest level the legs a~e in a
split position; or the split may be performed f~llowing ;he
thrust, as soon as the body has completely straightened.
1 Ibid. , p. 448
2Ibid., p. 35 7.
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Sputnik.
Launching. Start in Boat position. Assume Tub position.
Forcefully extend the legs to a vertical position (press down
with the arms.and the back strongly and at the same time lift
the legs as high as possible). · Sink immediately in Double
Ballet Leg positiono
Orbiting. When the feet . are completely underwater, tuck
the body and perform ·a Forward Tuck Somersault to an inverted
tuck position. (The Somersault should bring the body near the
surface so that the ankles are out of the water.) Without
pausing in this position, begin twisting as rapidly ~s ~os~ible
in an inverted tuck position. (When twisting in this position
use circular bent-arm movements, the arms moving alternately.)
Continue to twist as long as desiredo
1

Disintegrating. Pause a second and bring the knees tightly
toward the chest so that the body is in a tight inverted tuck
positiono Perfonn a V Split Kip, and submerge. 1

1 1bid., pp. 480-81.
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Tarpon. Flutter kick in Boat position (arms performing
Standard Scull) to gain momentum. (Start slowly and increase
the speed and force of the kick. The feet should_ just break
the water surface.) Stop kicking and . quickly raise the right
leg straight up to a vertical _position so that the body is in
Ballet Leg position. Submerge, raising the left leg to the
right leg so that the body is in a submerged Double Ballet Leg
positiona Tuck the body underwater and perform a Forward Tuck
Somersault to an inverted tuck position. Perform a Kip with
the legs in 4th position (right knee bent) and at the height
of the thrust, exchange the position of the legs so that the
right leg is straight and the left l~g bent as the body submerges head-first. As the body rises feet-first in an inverted
position, straighten the left leg forward at the surface, and
arch the body so that the right leg is backward at the surface.
Forcefully swing the left leg overhead beside the right leg at
the surface, performing a front scoop with the arms so that the
body surfaces feet-first and.straightens to a back layout positionol

Torpedo. This is Propeller performeq with the body on a
diagonal line so that the upper body is submerged and only the
feet are at the surface. The diagonal may vary from one in
which the body is nearly horizontal to one in which the body
is almost in an inverted vertical position. When the body is
in Torpedo position, perform Standard Hybrid scull. 2

1 rbid., pp. 481-82 •

..2Ibid., pp. 284-85.
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Tub Position. This is an open surface tuck position. The
legs, £rem the knees to the toes,·are at the ·surface, the thighs
are vertical, the back is rounded, and the back of the head rests
on the surface. The arms are horizontal and scull just below
the surface.l

Walk-Twist Switch. Perform a Walk-Twist except twist the
body 1.n the opposite direction, and at the same time·exchange
the position of the legs. While twisting, move the arms, which
are extended toward the bottom, from V, to 1st or a crossed
position, to V position. Finish as a basic Walkover •. In performing a Walk-Twist Switch, the legs are closed to 1st position
as the body makes a quarter turn, and are opened to a scissors
split position during the second quarter turn.2

Waterwheel. In Waterwheel, the body is on one side and
turntables (back of body leading) at the surface as the legs
perform bicycle kick. Move the legs alternately as previously
describeda Press against the water with the back surface of
the leg during the propulsive phase of the movement and use as
little force as possible on the recovery phasea Perform the
movements SLOWLYo3 ·
1

:rbid.' p. 162.

2·

•
p. 366.
Ibid.,

3 Ibid., pp. 179-80.

APPENDIX D
THE PROGRAM USED FOR THE PRESENTATION
OF THE AQUATIC ART SUITE AT THE
TEXAS WOMAN'S UNIVERSITY

- THE·
SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING
CLASS
of the

TEXAS WOMAN'S UNIVERSITY
Presents

The Twenty-Second Annua I
Synchronized Swimming Show

Under the Auspices of the College of
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation
8:00 p.m., Friday and Saturday, May 13 and 14, 1966
Indoor Pool, Aquatic Center

Sponsored by
The Women's Recreation Association
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